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News In Brief
Ortega justifies last week's
Honduran attacks as defensive
WASHINGTON (AP) — Nicaragua President Daniel Ortega
justified last week's government attacks against rebel bases
across the Honduran-Nicaraguan border as "totally defensive
operations" in response to rebel forays from Honduran
sanctuaries.
Ortega also reiterated his government's willingness to
negotiate with the United States, but refused to say whether his
government would meet American demands to negotiate with the
U.S.-backed rebels.
"We want a dialogue with the Contras, with the chief of the Contras, which is President Reagan," Ortega said.
Appearing Sunday on the CBS-TV program "Face the Nation,"
the Nicaraguan president said, "We have not invaded Honduras
— we have not committed any act of aggression against
Honduras."
Ortega justified last week's border incursion against rebel
bases by saying Honduras had abdicated sovereignty over areas
along the border by allowing the rebels to control and operate
from the region, which he called a "war zone."
He said military actions in the border area "have been taking
place for years now all along the frontier area to attack the
counterrevolutionary forces which ... have their bases in Honduras. They are totally defensive operations."
- -Ortegfr---eaa aside-suggestions- that hi.; goverrunc.34,
negotiate with the rebels, saying, "The policy is decided in
Washington, so we have to talk to the White House."
The Senate last week passed Reagan's $100 million rebel aid request by a six-vote margin. The plan earlier was rejected by the
House. The measure now goes back to the House for a scheduled
April 15 vote on compromise proposals.
The Nicaraguan leader said that, "as a product of a
U.S.-Nicaraguan agreement," Nicaragua would support the
removal of all foreign military advisers from Central America.
That is a key component of the Contadora efforts to reach a
negotiated settlement in Central America.
Also appearing on the program was Elliot Abrams, assistant
secretary of state for inter-American affairs, who responded to
Ortega: "They don't want to negotiate. He said he doesn't want to
sit down with the Contras. That's why we've come up with a
.policy of pressure to try to force them to the bargaining table."

Elsewhere...
By the Associated Press

SEOUL, South Korea — National Police announced today the
arrest of 69 people on charges of illegal demonstrations following
a massive opposition rally Sunday in Kwanju, site of a 1980 uprising. The rally was part of an opposition drive to revise the nation's constitution.
HONOLULU — Ferdinand Marcos, greeting about 1,000
wellwishers on his first venture into public since he fled Manila
for Hawaii, said he has not resigned as president of the Philippines and described the government of Corazon Aquino as "dictatorship, pure and simple."
NEW YORK — James Cagney, who rose from boyhood in a
tough New York neighborhood to an Oscar-winning career that
spanned six decades, was remembered by his former co-star,
President Reagan, as "the classic American success story"
following the actor's death at 86
LONDON — Libya's call for attacks on Americans following
the Gulf of Sidra conflict has prompted an increase in security at
Paris and Zurich airports. In other European cities, precautions
remain at already high levels since Dec. 27 terrorist attacks at
two airports.
LONDON — Fire raced today through a wing of Hampton Court
Palace, a huge , residence of kings and queens dating from the
reign of Henry VIII, and officials said some priceless art
treasures sustained "considerable damage."
WASHINGTON — The Supreme Court, pondering a "gay
'rights" ruling that could nullify sodomy laws in about half the
states, must decide whether consenting adults have a constitutional right to private, homosexual conduct.
BOSTON — Women who want abortions will get them no matter what legal restrictions exist, say two experts who studied the
impact of laws requiring minors to get their parents' approval for
abortions.
KERRVILLE, Texas — For an ol' boy who once made a bundle
selling pre-sweated cowboy hats, helping the lowly Texas horned
toad ought to be easy. Ace Reid says it's been anything but.
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Team captain Tim Weatherford is all smiles as he exits the bus upon arrival home.

IVIiirriSr High finishes third

Laker speech team sweeps state
Victory was sweet for the
Calloway County High School
Speech Team as the 1985 defending State Champions reclaimed
that honor for the eighth year in
the last ten years. The Laker
Speech Team captured first
placd sweepstakes honors at the
1986 Kentucky High School
Speech League State Tournament held on the campus of the
University of Kentucky in Lexington, Ky. this past weekend o'f
March 27-28.
Of high schools from all over
the state of Kentucky that
qualified from regional competition, Calloway placed first in
sweepstakes competition with
138 points. Second place honors
went to rival Harrison County
with 120 points, while Murray
High School placed third with 84
points. Other high school teams
placing in the top ten were:
Jessamine County — fourth
place — 73 points; Montgomery
County — fifth place — 55
points; Rowan County — sixth
(Cont'd on page 2)

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
355.2
355.3
Barkley Lake

Coach Larry England, tar left, interviews the team on %('M), channel 28, Sunday afternoon.

TVA budget: $400,000 less for LBL
GOLDEN POND, Ky. AP — The Land Between The Lakes
will have $400,000 less for fiscal 1986 because of congressional
cuts in the Tennessee Valley Authority's non-power budget.
This month the recreation area in far western Kentucky received an additional fiscal 1986 budget cutback of $277,000 imposed by
the Gramm-Rudman deficit reduction law.
"When you adjust those amounts for inflation, we have about
$820,000 less in buying power in 1986 than we had last year," Scott
Seiber. an LBL public information officer, said last week.
A new fee system is expected to bring in a little over $300,000.
he said.

He said nine permanent job positions were lost this year.
Before this year, 48 annual positions had been lost since 1979.
Maintenance on some of the park's roads had either been
reduced or eliminated, he said.
"On the whole, we're considering virtually all alternatives to
the way we are conducting our programs." Seiber said. "At best.
we are hoping for a stabilized budget over the next few years and
to still be able to serve the people who use our area
The LBL also has plans to develop the Duncan Lake area in
Lyon County for handicapped groups.

Shultz tells Soviets private diplomacy needed
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Secretary of State George P.
Shultz has notified the Soviet
Union that only private
diplomacy — not public proposals for summit meetings —
will break the stalemate in
U.S.-Soviet arms control talks.

Continued sunny skies and
unseasonably warm
temperatures are expected
Monday with a high from 80 to
85.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for a chance of showers Tuesday, partly cloudy skies
Wednesday and a chance of
showers again Thursday...a
Highs will be in the 709 Tuesday, and in the 6Ds Wednesday and Thursday.

StAff thot.... to, I,reg

"Until that happens, we're not
going to get anywhere," Shultz
said after the administration rejected a proposal by Soviet
leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev to
meet with President Reagan in
Europe and negotiate a ban on
all nuclear weapons tests.
As he returned home Sunday
from a 10-day trip to France,
Turkey, Greece and Italy, Shultz
complained that U.S. and Soviet
proposals on weapons reductions had been aired publiclylie
said he wanted "to
et
somewhere in our relations with
the Soviets where we're able to
have some discussions that are
relatively quiet and direct."

Shultz told reporters that
private diplomacy produced the
"fireside summit" Reagan and
Gorbachev held in the Swiss city
last November. There, they
agreed to a "new start" in trying to curb the nuclear weapons
race and, in dealing with
U.S.-Soviet disputes.
But, Shultz said, "It's probably a measure of the lack of
progress recently that all the actions are through press
statements, publicly rather than.
privately."
When Anatoly F. Dobrynin,
the former Soviet ambassador
to the United States, returns to
Washington in mid-April after
meetings in Moscow, there may
be discussion of Ideas to get the
private dialogue restarted.
Shultz said
The Soviets have not responded to Reagan's invitiation to
hold this year's summit meeting
In late June or late July. Gor-

bachev's proposal for a meeting
in Europe to ban further
weapons tests is considered
separate from the Geneva commitment to meet here in 1986
and in Moscow in 1987.
In the meantime, the president is considering recommendations from advisers that he
permit the U.S. missile total to
exceed the limits set by the 1979
unratified U.S.-Soviet SALT II
treaty or accelerate new
weapons programs.
With negotiations for new accords at a standstill, Reagan is
being urged to consider these
steps in response to allegations
the Soviefs are violating a
number of arms control
agreements with the United
States.
Gorbachev, in a 20-minute
televised speech on Saturday.
offered to meet Reagan as soon
as possible in a European
capital to negotiate a nuclear

test ban. Otherwise, he warned,
the Soviet Union would end its
seven-month moratorium.
Reagan quickly rejected Gorbachev's proposal because. he'
said in a statement, a superpower meeting should deal with
the "entire range" of
U.S.-Soviet relations.
He called on the Soviet leader
to respond to his invitation to
send Soviet monitors to'the U.S.
test site in Nevada where they
could verify with new
technology that the blasts were :
within the 150-kiloton limit set in
an unratified 1974 US-Soviet
treaty.
The United States resumed
underground test explosions
March 22 and is making
preparations for additional
tests. Kenneth L. Adelman, the
U.S. arms control director, said
last Thursday they were
necessary to maintain the safety
and reliability of U.S. nuclear
weapons.
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Governor signs presidential-primary bill
FRANKFORT. Ky. (API Here is an update on the status
of some of the major legislation
pending before the 1986 General
Assembly.
- Senate Bill 10; constitutkYn1 aThehdñiit inake
superintndent of public in,strucBonen appointive post; passed
both chambers, will go on
November general election
ballot.
- SB14, mandatory seat belt
law; laid on clerk's desk in
Senate.
- SB29. establish a presidential preference primary; signed
by governor.
- SB36. =mined minerals
taxing bill; pending in Senate
Appropriations- and
evenue
Committee.
-.SE195, the legislative branch
budget; passed Senate; passed
House; scheduled for conference committee.
- SB96, the judicial branch
budget; conference committee
report due Monday.
- SB98. allow adopted people
to obtain medical records of
natural parents; signed by
governor.
- SB102. prohibit school
districts from using public funds
to sue the General Assembly;
passed Senate; pending in
House Education Committee.

- SB1 59. prohibit officeholders from retiring campaign debts while in office; passed Senate; passed House; signed by governor.
- SB256, the bottle bill; _passed'Senate; tabled in House.
- SB36 1. the Toyota
auttiorization bill; passed
Senate; passed House, awaiting

tientuck)
General
Assembly

1986
action by governor.
- House Bill 1, allow mayoral
succession in large cities; passed both chamber, will go on
November general election
ballot.
- HB5, organ donors bill:
signed by governor.
- HB126, repeal weightdistance tax and replace with

decal for large trucks, provide
for increase in motor-fuels tax;
passed House; passed House; •
signed by governor.
Ms B. .10 Crass. ('MC, city
- HB134. allow a state- clerk of Murray. has been acsanctioned lottery;._ passed .
.ceptect into the -Aca-de-myylr Ad7
Rouse.Siate .Government Com- Vallt'i'd -tab
of theIntermittee; died in House national Institute of Municipal
Clerks. The academy is a profesDemocratic caucus.
- HB282, judicial branch sional body of municipal clerks
budget; passed House. passed who have continued their high
Senate; conference committee level of education achievement
report due Monday. committee beyond the attainment of the
prestigious Certified Municipal
substitute.
- H8274. the omnibus Clerk tCMCi award.
II MC President Dorothy
unemployment insurance bill;
.Soderblom, ('MC. city clerk of
signed by governor.
- H8304, constitutional Hays. Kansas. announced "I am
amendment to allow work-' pleased to welcome Ms. Crass as
release for state prisoners and a member in the 11MC Academy
allow private prisons; recom- for advanced elltit'Wtoti. She is
mitteed to House State Govern- an inspiration to all Members of
our prtifession and a fins. examment.Committee.
- HB315, new license plates; ple of a dedicated public
passed House; passed Senate; servant • •
signed by governor.
In order to become a member
-1-113390, crime victims' bill of the academy a person must
of rights; passed House; passed attain II M(' certification
Senate; awaiting action by (CMCi. attend a minimum of 36
governor.
hours of graduate courses at an
- HB398, the executive II MC-recognized municipal
budget; passed House; passed clerk institute or complete
Senate; conference committee similar educational programs
report due Monday. with com- relating to the responsibilities of
mittee substitute.
the municipal clerk's °flirts.
- HB403. Omnibus Health Specific professional participaCare Reform Act of 1986; pen- tion must be achieved, such as
ding in House A&R.
leadership in national and state
associations. attendance at
seminars and conferences and
professional writings and

National Baby Week
<lb

•

Sale 2.99

Sale 2.99

Sale 4.99

Cool top and shorts

Funtime sunsuit

Tops and shorts set

Reg. 3.99. Mes, t`re ma attraction ot our mi xed-rnedia
rn....scle top for wee boys and
girls Team tt with the putison
twill snorts Both itt Solid Or
print polyester cotton
Infants and toddlers
sizes 1 to 4T

Reg.3.66. Dress your baby ri
his or her sunny-day best
We ve a choice of sunsuits
that are cool and comfortable
•n a lersey knit of polyester
cotton
Infants sizes . to 1

Sale 1.99
and 3.99

Sale 3.59

Team-up togs
TP

•

pkg of 3

Jo Crass, CMC, accepted into
advanced education academy

Reg. 6.99. Mom has a short
Story for her favorite little
boy and girl It begins with a
patterned crewneck lop and
ends happily with solid-color
- pull-on boxer shorts Twopiece set in polyester cotton
knit Toddler sizes 1T to 4T

Sale 6.39

Sale 3.80
Layette gown
Reg. 4.75. We.c,..rne the
arrival of the new baby with
Our whisper-soft knit gown
Available vi4th nutienculrqor
without In print Or pastel
polyester Infants size .
(fits up to 18 lbs I

20% off

Cotton T-shirts

Snap-up sleeper

Bottom-line basics

Reg 4.49. The closest thing
to iittle ones next to Morn
herself Toddletime.
combed cottten undershirts
with lap shoulder In white
and solids Infants and
toddlers sizes SIS1 L XL

Reg. 7.99. Mr Sandman s
here Bringing you a dream
of a cuddly Sleeper tor nighttime or nap-lime One-piece
Se 01 two-way Stretch
,'
,ester terry in embroidery
.• '
,
red pastes and pints
Infants s ZeS 0 10 1

Sale 174 Reg 109 Stock up
on the essentials terry cloth
pants of 100%cotton Infants
and toddlers sizes S M L.XL
Sale 1.67 Reg 209 Tots
learn how to stay dry
wearing reversible pants Cl
vinyl and cotton terry cloth
Infants toddlers sizes •
S.M I...XL

5 Sale 3 99
. • • Sale 1 99

Four seniors.at Calloway County High School have been awarded Presidential Scholarships, the
most valuable four-year award
givers
by
Murray
State
University.
--- T-14*. -84kide-n4.fg are MaFeia
Ford. Jennifer D. Jarrett,
Timothy L. Weatherford and
"Beth Mia Woodall.
Miss Ford is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Milous Holt Ford
Jr. She is ranked first in the
200-member graduating class
and has maintained a 99.17 gradepoint average. She plans to major in history in preparation for
a career in secondary education.
Editor in chief of the yearbook
staff and co-editor of the
newspaper staff. Miss Ford was
named a National Journalism
Merit Award winner and a National Englfsh Merit Award winner. She was a finalist for the
DAR Good Citizen Award. A
member of the band, she was low
brass section leader for three
years and has participated in the
Murray State Quad-State Band
Festival and in the All-District
band.
Miss Jarrett is the daughter ot
Mr. and Mrs. Odell Jarrett. She
is ranked third in her class and
has maintained a 9i.22 gradepoint average. She has not
declared a major.
A member of the National
Forensics League, she has participated in the Golden 100 program at Murray State for
outstanding juniors from across
the.state.She received a National
Merit Commendation and was
named to Who's Who Among
American High School Students.
She has been president of the
Foreign Language Club and the
Junior Academy of.Science.
Weatherford is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Larry I). Weatherford.
He is ranked fourth in the class
and has a 97.72 grade-point
average. He plans to major in
computer information programming in preparation for a career
in systems analysis.
A four-Year member of the
speech team and winner of
numerous speech awards, he will
represent his school in the national speech competition in
June. He is president of the
speech team and has been
selected team MVP twice. He
participated in the Hugh O'Brien
Youth Leadership Seminar and
received a Century III Leaders
award. He also has received the
Governor's Youth Merit Award.
Miss Woodall is tile daughter of

(('ont'd from page I)

Sale 3.19

Colorful terry
Pilucho•
Roy. 4.29. Discover the
oteebeoeiottamt-iiiiiiitiresemb

Sale 1.99

Toddietime• Pflucho•

Lace-trimmed socks

Plot 3.99. Convenience is
lust stew snaps away with
our elf 4....414.m.
Pilucho•In pastel knit prints
and COntriSt-trimmed terry
solids Infants sizes S fvf L

Reg. 2.4* Tiny gals are
getting off to a fashionable
11111ftitelhouifent5r focft)ilork
Cuffed anklets with dainty
lace edges White or pastel
stretch nylon Infants and
toddlers sizes NB S M L

with our Toddletime.
• PiluCho• of cotton terry
In fashion-bright solid colors
with ribbed knit trim
Infants sizes S fvf L

tretogi4
i

Li

rgi JCPenney

OK.

OP=
111.9.494. 9 le 9
Son. 1230 le 5:911

Pric•s Effective Thru Sat

•

(AP 0 3 Or

Sale 4.99
Dapper diaper set
Reg 650 He s got what .1 rakes to set the world on
fire Dregs him
accOrdinO'v
a Choice of two-piece diaper
sets 01 polyester cotton in
toys newborn size Gins
styles also available at the
same price

Chestnut Rills Shopping Center
Illuttes. PUY 42071
Office 759-1400
Ceeeleg• 1400-2224161

IP I

111
Jo Crass
Accepted to Academy
accomplishments.
Ms. Crass began her career
with the City of Murray in 1974
serving on the city council and
assumed her present position as
city clerk in January 1976. Other
government services include
serving as home secretary for
the late Frank Stubblefield.
member of Congress
11963-19671.
She received her Certified
Municipal Clerk ICMC1 award
in August 1982, after completing

Four seniors at CCHS awarded
Presidential Scholarship honors

SIN.ech teams...
Sale 3.43

"

me three-year education program for professional clerks at
the University
_
_
_of_Kentucky._
Continuing her education
through the University of Kentucky, she has completed two
advanced academy courses. In
addition, she attended two
Leadership Murray project
courses sponsored by the
chamber of commerce; an
unemployment insurance
seminar sponsored by the Kentucky Department of Unemployment Insurance;, and supervisory Management and Skills
Traning Program sponsored by
the Center for Public Administration, University of
Kentucky.
Ms. Crass is a member and
past president of the Kentucky
Municipal Clerks Association.
She has been a member of the
International Institute of
Municipal Clerks since June
1977 and presently is serving as
a member of the IIMC Federal
Legislation Committee.
Her civic activities include the
Leadership Murray project,
contact person for the Prichard
Committee for Academic Excellence and a member of the
Murray Chamber of Commerce.
MS. Crass is the mother of a
daughter. Mrs. Mark Robinson,
and a son Gary L Crass.

place - 54 points; Trigg County
- seventh place - 47 points; a
tie for eighth place between St.
Xavier of Louisville and
Elkhorn City with 44 points; and
Lexington Catholic High School
- tenth place - 43 points.
Calloway County qualified 13
students for the final round of
state competition. Those receiving individual awards were:
Broadcasting - Tim Black
and Denise Wolke placed first
and second. respectively;
Extemporaneous Speaking Tim Weatherford, Tim Black
and Kelli Burkeen .placed first,
second and fourth, respectively;
Dramatic Interpretation
Jason Woods placed third,
Humorous Interpretation

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Dale
Woodall: She is ranked second in
her class and has maintained a
99.10 grade-point average. She
plans to major in secondary
education and education administratinnill
allon-f0ra-1
career as a superintendent.
A National Merit Semi-finalist,
she has received National Merit
Awards in math, English and
leadership and was named to
Who's Who Among American
High School Students. She was
business manager for the yearbook staff and manager of the
baseball team. She is a member
of the speech team, the Student
Council, the Pep Club, FBLA and
the Academic Team.
Begun in 1974, the Presidential
Scholars program at Murray
State is designed to reward excellence and enchance the entire

ia

Beth Woodall

Wendy Parker and Scotty Rice
placed first and fifth,
respectively;
Lincoln-Douglas Debate Matt Yuill placed third;
Original Oratory - Kelli
Burkeen placed second.
Prose - Suzanne Coleman
and Jeanne Carroll placed
fourth and fifth, respectively;
Storytelling - Jody Lassiter
and Mark P'Pool placed first
and fourth, respectively.
The 1986 State Championship
gives Calloway County a record
of eight championships in the
past ten years Calloway County
captured its first state championship in 1977. won again in
1978, dominated the state tournament frm 1980 to 1982 and has
continued "the dynasty" from
1984 to its current victory in
1986

university through the presence
of the scholars on campus. The
awards cover all tuition, fees and
residence hall and meal costs.
Presidential Scholars receive
special latitude in designing their
_euertetila,-.-13183ralsatiIn a series of Honors Seminars
which include discussion of current events and academic topics.
Presidential Scholars are
automatically admitted to the
newly established Honors Program, which not only includes an
enriched curriculum but also encourages the high achieving student to study abroad for a
semester or year.
A total of 12 outstanding high
school seniors from Kentucky
were
named
Presidential
Scholars. The students will enter
Murray State beginning with the
fall semester.

Jennifer D. Jarrett

Calloway County will be sending five speech team members
to the National Forensic League
National Tournament in Tulsa,
Oklahoma on June 15-21, 1986.
Hopes are high that the outstanding national showing at the
Harvard University National
Speech and Debate Tournament
this past February will pave the
way for a national
championship.
The Calloway County Speech
Team wishes to thank the community for its phenomenal support throughout the year and for
the welcoming celebration this
past weekend. The Laker
Speech Team and its Director of
Forensics. Larry A. England.
wish that they can only bring
more future state championships home to a deserving
Calloway County.
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royko says

An appropriate
response to attack
Just as fledgling U.S. Navy the legal point that, outside
frigates repulsed Barbary pi- the 12-mile limit, the Gulf of
rates off North Africa early Sidra belongs to no one.
in the last century, U.S. Navy
(While the United States
planes and ships asserted and a few other countries
their right to enter the Gulf of claim a three-mile limit for
Sidra in the same region themselves, the Soviet Union
March 24. U.S. pilots disabled and almost the entire Third
a Libyan missile site and two World claim 12 miles, accordguided-missile patrol boats, ing to Dr. William Mallison,
surgically retaliating against professor of international law
Libyan missile attacks made at George Washington Uniin support of Col. Moammar versity.)
Khadafy's boastful claim of
Defense Secretary Caspar
territorial rights over the Weinberger stressed the obvivast U-shaped gulf north of ous — that after four and posLibya.
sibly more Libyan attacks
with Soviet-made missiles
There's little doubt that
Col. Khadafy had it coming. against U.S. planes in the
With his oil billions, he has gulf, "then you don't wait
bankrolled terrorist groups until you're fired on six or
including those in North Ire- eight more times when real
land, the Philippines and, in damage could be done." And
the Middle East, the Pales- the White House made it
tine Liberation Organization. clear that any further unproPresident Reagan blamed voked attacks would meet
him for being behind the ter- with a similar response.
The next question is, what
rorist group believed responnext
for Col. Khadafy? Cersible for the attacks on Dec.
tainly,
his stature should be
27 at the Rome and Vienna
eroded
in
the eyes of Arab naairports, which Col. Khadafy
tions
after
U.S. forces made a
praised as heroic. The presimockery
of his "line )1
dent subsequently imposed a
trade ban with Libya, and or- death." He had previously
dered Sixth Fleet units to threatened to send suicide
conduct e1cerCLs off Libya's terror squads to the United
States, and it would be unwise
coast.
to dismiss the warnings.
But aside from those growSome members of Congress
ing tensions, there is no ques- expressed concern that the
tion that the United States clash could lead to attempts
could not accept Col. Khada- at new terrorist attacks by
fy's "line of death." a latitude Col. Khadafy. But it would be
that he arrogantly stretched wrong for this country to
across the mouth of the Gulf knuckle under to an internaof Sidra as much as 160 miles tional mischief-maker's teroff the Libyan shore of the rorist blackmail, just as it
Mediterranean. The White would have been wrong for a
House stressed that United young nation to yield to exStates forces that moved into tortionate demands of the
the gulf were simply making Barbary pirates.

looking back
Ten years ago
Navy Operations Specialist
Seaman Johnny D. Shelley, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Drane Shelley.
is serving aboatrd aircraft carrier USS Independence
homeported at Norfolk, Va.
Elected as officers of Kirksey
Adult Farming Class of Murray
Area Vocational School, taught
by Jamie Potts. were Clinton
Burchett, Max Gore and Charles
Tucker.
Johnny Reagan. Murray State
University baseball coach, got
his 400th win of coaching career
after the Breds beat North
Dakota. He was presented with
a plaque by his players.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Frank Page of
1312 Sycamore St., Murray,
observed their 60th wedding anniversary on March 18.
Behrouz N. Tabrizi, student
from Iran at Murray State
University, spoke about her
native country at a meeting of
Hazel Woman's Club held at
Hazel Community Center.
Twenty years ago
Murray University School won
the Regional Speech Festival,
Senior Division, at Murray State
University. Coaches are Don
Pace. Lillian Lowry and
Lawrence Suffill.
The Rev. Robert L. Burchell
will be ordained to Sacred Order
of the Priesthood at St. John's
Episcopal Church on April 1 by
Bishop C. Gresham Marmion,
bishop of Diocese of Kentucky.

Elected as officers of Kirksey
School Unit of Parent-Teacher
Association were Mrs. Harry
Lee Potts, Mrs. Billy Smith,
Mrs. Gerald Stone and Mrs. Ray
Broach.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Jones on
March 26.
Ann Roney of Nursing Faculty, Murray State University,
and Nadine Turner, administrator of nursing at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, presented a program
at a meeting of Alpha Department of Murray Woman's Club.
Thirty years ago
Army Pvt. Ronald A. Jones,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lowell
Jones of Murray, is stationed at
Fort Hood, Texas.
Easter sunrise services, sponsored by Murray Ministerial
Association, will be April 1 at the
Murray State Baseball Field at
15th and Chestnut Streets. The
Rev. Bruce Coyle of Memorial
Baptist Church will be speaker.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a boy
to Clyde and Hilda Rowland.
Hazel beat Almo 46 to 45 to win
the Calloway County Junior
High School Basketball Tournament held at Faxon School.
Troop 45 of Boy Scouts of
America met March 27 with Cleo
Sykes as scoutmaster. Billy Fair
and Woody Herndon. assistant
scoutmasters, and Don Buxton,
junior assistant scoutmaster.
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by mike royko

Reagan needed something to hit
The late Mayor Richard J.
Daley of Chicago used to say
that after he lost an election early in his career, his mother
boosted his gloomy spirits with
these words: "The good Lord
never closed one window
without opening another."
And how true that was. After
failing to be eleCted sheriff,
Daley kept plugging along and
eventually became mayor and a
legend in his own time.
Now we see another example
of how dramatically fortunes
can be reversed, how after one
window closes, another suddenly opens.
Only last week, President
Reagan found himself
frustrated and angry.
He had wanted to give $100
million to the Nicaraguan contras so they could revive their
sagging war with the
Sandinistas.
Despite the President's pleas,
Congress turned him down. For
the time being, at least. the contras will hang out in the jungle
and wait to see what the fierce
Patrick Buchanan can think of
next.
So, President Reagan found
that the window had slammed
shut on one of his most cherished
goals — getting the action perking again in Nicaragua.
But that was last week. And in
only a few days, a new window
has opened for President
Reagan.
Not in Nicaragua, but it's
almost as good. We're getting to
blow up some Libyans.
Just when our spirits were
sagging — at least the spirits in
the White House — the daffy
Moammar Khadafy came
through and opened a new
window.
As he had promised to do,
Khadafy took a shot at some of
our planes when they crossed
the border Khadafy has imposed
in the Gulf of Sidra, off his coast.
And just as we had promised,
we didn't take Khadafy's guff.
Several of Libya's patrol boats
and an undetermined number of
Libyan sailors are now sleeping
with the mediterranean fishes.
We also zapped the land-base.
We're not at war, of course. As
Larry Speakes cautioned
reporters, this is only a confrontation. But based on the early
confrontation casualty lists, we
are winning hands down.
Not that we could expect
anything less than victory. If we
couldn't win a mere confrontaHRITE .4 LETTER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and
encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the
writer's address and phone
number must be included for
verification. The phone number
will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible
and should be on topics of
general interest.
Letters must not be more than
500 words. Longer letters cannot
be published.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter
and limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor: The Murray Ledger S.
Times. Box 1040. Murray, 10.
42071.

tion with a little country like
Libya. what kind of world power
would we be? Even Khadafy
must have known that when he
sent dinky patrol boats out to
challenge our hugh fleet. But being something of a nut, Khadafy
doesn't seem to care.
The best thing about this confrontation is that nobody can accuse us of starting it.
We were just minding our own
business, conducting military
exercises in the Mediterranean,
which is our right.
True, Khadafy had said that if
we came within 150 miles of his
shoreline, he'd shoot. And
everybody knows that he's
demented enough to do exactly
that.
But as Larry Speakes said,
our purpose in sending a fleet of

23 ships and 250 aircraft into
Khadafy's little corner of the
world was "not to evoke a
response or humiliate
Khadafy."
Of course not. We did it
because it is our "right of
navigation" to be beyond the
12-mile limit, in international
waters.
I'm sure that some chronic
nit-pickers are going to point out
that the majority of the earth's
surface is covered with water.
And that it's probably true that
we could have just as effectively
held the military exercises 160
miles away from Libya. Or even
450 miles away.
But that isn't the point. There
comes a time when Ronald
Reagan has to draw the line.
And this week just happens to be

By Ken Wolf
William Faulkner. the South's
premier novelist, wrote this trenchant reminder of the value of
life, even a life which encompasses suffering:
If I were to choose between
pain and nothing, I would
choose pain.

ORRAFFIT!
3/

the time. Especially after his
contra frustrations.
We can look at this sudden
confrontation this way: Under
American law, if not international law, it is beyond President
Reagan's authority to blow up
those irritating members of Congress who vote against aid for
the contras.
But it is fully within his
authority to blow up some Libyans when their daffy leader
agaiw demonstrates to the world
that he's not playing with a full
deck.
So I would remind any of the
critics of this triumphant confrontation to keep this thought in
mind.
The Lord wouldn't have made
people like Khadafy if he didn't
want us to shoot at him.
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CLEAN UP
& FIX UP
FOR LESS
WITH THESE
OUTDOOR

THE ute."MEW wir

HOME IMPROVEMENT NEEDS

ori•

•9' x 7'
•Window option available
•Deluse Bottom weatherstrip
•Coulet GIid•TM rollers
•SlIde Bar Security
•10 year warranty
•Prefinished in white

thoughts in season

Gravel Mix

Reg. $3.29

6 ft. wood

Step Ladder

'1999

Rog. $23.50

2 ft. Wood

•416eNamphi 178.41

Lornanco
2000
Power
Roof
Vent

Step Stool
$599
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Child abuse workshop planned

DLinn-Shelton wedding scheduled

The engagement and
approaching . marriage
of Ms. Gail Marie Dunn.
to Timothy Ray Shelton
has been announced by
her parents. Preston A.
Jewell and Ms. Marie
Rogers Jewell of Almo.
Spons6rs of the
Mr. Shelton is the son
workshop are Child of Mrs. Reva
Farless
Watch, WKRMH-MR Shelton and the
late
Road and the Division of James H. Shelton
Sr., of
Mental Health, Ken- Murray.
tucky Department of
The bride-elect is a
Mental Health-Mental 1979 graduat
e of
Retardation.
Calloway County High
School. She presently is
a senior at Murray State
University majoring in
journalism and English.
She is employed at the
Newborn admissions Lassiter, Rt. 4.
SouthEast
ern Book Co.,
Murray:
and dismissals at Dennis
Stavely, Rt. 1. Murray.
Murray-Calloway Coun- Dover, Tenn.;
Ms. Dunn is the
ty Hospital for ThursMiss Karen Wolfe. granddaughter of the
day. March 27. have Box 131.
Murray; late Arthur B. and Ruby
been released as Richard
Moore. Rt. 1. Knight, Jewell of Murfollows:
ray and of the late Virgil
Palmersville. Tenn.:
Newborn admissions
Miss Melissa Richard- and Irene Mayfield
Bel Air Shopping Center
Sykes baby boy. son,- Riviera Trailer
Rogers of Lynn Grove. 753-5242
Ct.,
parents. Cathy and Rus- Murray;
The groom -elect is a
William
AlexAlterations .1 Summer Storage
ty, Rt. 4. Box 267C. ander. Murray
1978
graduate of Murray
Manor.
Paris, Tenn.
Coats, Dresses, Suits. . . sr° Each
High School. He
Murray;
Hawkins baby girl.
Brad Bohnert, 1400 presently is employed at
Trousers, Skirts, Sweaters
mother. Lisa, Rt. 8. Box Main St.. Murray;
Errol Murray Cash & Carry.
8100
& Sport Coats
915. Murray.
Each
Mr. Shelton is the
Oliver, Rt. 3. Paris.
Dismissals
Prices Good Thro 04-05-86
Tenn.; Aaron Whitis, grandson of the late Al
Miss Hallene Keith. Rt. 1, Boaz:
V. and Flora Beaman
Rt. 9. Benton: Paul
Farless
of Kirksey and
Mrs. Eva Hooks, Rt.
2. Cadiz: Mrs. Lilla of the late J.W. and
Gregory, West View Frances Churchill
Nursing Home. Mur- Shelton of Murray.
The wedding vows
ray; Mrs. Alma Adams.
will be exchanged on
Rt. 1, Dexter:
MONDAY-SATURDAY
Mrs. Hilda Knott. Rt. Sunday, May 11. at 3
A reception will follow
MARCH 31-APRIL 5
4. Murray; Bennie Sim- p.m. at First %Baptist in the Fellowship Hall of
the church.
._ mons, 812 South Ninth -Church, Murray.
Summer
St.. Murray;
Mrs. Gladys Gupton
Rt. 1, Murray; Arthur
Kendall, Rt. 6. Murray;
Monday. March 31
Monday, March 31
Mrs. Rozelle Myers,
Murray Woman's
I'hebian
Sunday
Reg. Price $47.50
Rt. 8, Murray; John
Club will have a general school Class of First
Hawks.
107
Taylor
St.,
Also Available
meeting at 7 p.m. 'at Baptist Church will
South Fulton, Tenn.
$5 Off the Reg. Price
club house.
have a social at 7:30
Of All Other Summer Sportcoats
p.m. at home of Jean
Bird.
---SORRY NO RAINCHECKS
Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will
EDINBURGH, the Edinburgh
Zoo said
meet at 7 p.m. at
Scotland (AP)- A Scot- today.
Callow
ay P.kiblic
tish wool company has
On The Corner Of South 5th & East Water St.
The zoo said that Library.
Mayfield. Kentucky-Phone 247-2757
solved the problem of a Edinburgh Woollen Mill
---Store Hours: °
female African Ltd. made the four huge
Betty Sledd Group of
Monday-Friday 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
elephant's itchy feet socks after learning that
First Baptist Church
Saturday 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
with a set of socks the elephant had
taken a Women will meet at 7
VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
specially made for her, dislike to the new
sand- p.m. with Paula Alcott.
ed surface of her out---door enclosure at the
Parents Anonymous
zoo.
will meet at 6 p.m. For
Wearing the socks.
information call
which the company
reckons will last her a 762-6862.
---couple of months, the
AA and Al-Anon will
elephant is now happy to
have closed meetings at
walk on the surface.
8 p.m. at First Christian
The company hopes to
Church. Benton. For insell its jumbo socks to
formation call 753-0061,
other zoos that have
762-3399, 753-7764 or
elephants with sensitive
753-7663.
feet.
-- - -

Experts from Kentucky. Connecticut and
Tennessee will be
featured speakers at a
two-day workshop entitled "Child Sexual
Abuse: Focus on Treatment - A Cooperative
Effort."
The workshop
scheduled for April 1
and 2 at Executive Inn.
Paducah, offers
specialized training for
those who work in the
area of child sexual
abuse. Not only will
mental health and social
service professionals.
law enforcement officials and health care
providers benefit from
the workshop, but

school counselors,
clergy and youth
leaders are also
engcouraged to attend
since these are often the
people victims first turn
to for help.
Tonia Casey. new
VISTA regional
volunteer for Parents
Anonymous with offices
in Murray, will attend
the workshop.
According to the National Child Abuse
Prevention Council. it is
estimated one in four
girls and one in seven
boys will experience
some form of sexual
abuse before the age of
16. Reports of child sexual abuse in Kentucky

have more than tripled
in the past four years.
Experts advise this is
only the tip of the
iceberg with less than 10
percent of victims
reporting the assault.
Registration fee for
the workshop is $25.
This includes buffet luncheon on April 1. For
more information contact Community, Relations Office. Western
Kentucky Regional

Mental Health-Mental
Reardation Board, Box
7287, Paducah, Ky.
42002-7287. or call
1-442-7121 or toll free,
1-800-592-3980.

Babies, dismissals
listed by the hospital

Bel-Air Laundry
& Dry Cleaners

Gail Marie'Dunn and
Timothy Ray Shelton to marry

SALE

SPORTCOATS

Elephant's -itchy feet helped
by special pair of new socks

Wholesale Stores Inc.

CHARTER
HOSPITAL

ART LINKLETTER
Thursday, April3
Free to Public

EVEN IF
MONSTERS
ARE ATTACKING
THEan..
PIMA MN DELIVERS.

OPEN HOUSE: Charter Hospital

II

$2.00 or $1.00 Off
Get $2.00 off a large or $1.00 off a medium
pizza, pan or thin. Not valid with any other
coupon or offer. Valid at participating Pizza Inns

8:00-9:00pm Hear Mr. Linkletter's Personal Story.

.

•.4.4 I. .11 .
%

4

CHARTER HOSPITAL
656 Berger Road Paducah,KY 42001

•

Delivery Only

Pizza inni.

Quafilv peopif serring qualify isezra lo,25 year,

in No Ulm asse

NIse soso al so En NO

V

/

411.41,

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: 502-444-0444
In KY, 1- SOO- 421-4443
Othiir States: 1-800-633-5502

-Tuesday, April 1
p.m. in band room of
Calloway County High
School.
---Jackson Purchase
Doll Clubtis_scheduled to
meet at noOli at Sirloin
Stockade.
---Murray TOPS i take
off pounds sensibly )
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Health Center.
---Murray AssembIrNo.
19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will meet at 7
p.m. at Masonic Hall.
---Senior citizens activities will be at 9:30
a.m. at Dexter Center:
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers; from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
---Free blood pressure
tests will be given from
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray
Seventh-day Adventist
Church. South 15th and
Sycamore Streets.
---Mothers' Morning Out
will be at 9.a.m. at First
United Methodist
Church.
---First United
Methodist Church
Women will have their
Mother-Daughter banTOM HANKS SHELLEY LONG
quet (potluck ) at 6:30
p.m. at church.
---Ladies Bible Class
will be at 9:30 a.m. at
central center 783-331•
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
---WMU of First Baptist
9:05 onls
Church will meet at 9:30
a.m. in chapel of
DOWN AND OUT
church.
IN BEVERLY HILLS
---- NICM MOUE
BETTE MAMA
Groups of First BapRICHARD coemuss
tist Church WMU will
7,05, 4M
meet as follows:
Dorothy with Mabel
Rogers at 11 a.m.:
Kathleen Jones with
Leone Travis at 2 p.m.;
Bea Walker with Fay
1)4 Intl))
Nell Flora at 7:30 p.m.
---Clothes Closet at First
Baptist Church will be
MOLLYRINGYALD
open from 9 a.m. to
noon.
7:86, 946
p.
---Women's Guild of St.
Leo's Catholic Church
will meet at 10 a.m. for
Mass and later at
Parish Center.
...C.
$111 0
114
---Girls Softball will
have an organizational
meeting at 7 p.m. at
University Branch of
.
Bank•of Murray.
W9911,1111I
" ---I.
Iterabo•Mesk
Delta Department,of
PrIzar's Namerar
Murray Woman's Club
Joan•VoNnfoers
will meet at 7 p.m. at
mft.-Ist. 11
p.a.
club house
syn.& Nolidaya1 p.on..10 p.a.
---sloseboull M.763-3314
(Cont'd on page 5)

CHERI

3

POLICE MAMMY
3;)

2:30 -4:00pm Meet Mr.Linkletter Personally.

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT:
Executive Inn Showroom

- -Monday, March 31
Murray High School
Basketball Banquet will
be at 5:30 p.m. in
cafeteria of high school.
---Ladies First Serve
Tennis of Murray Country Club will meet at 7
p.m. in women's green
room of the club.
Members note change
from date listed in
Social Calendar book.
---Purchase Area
Cultural Arts Day for
Homemakers will be at
Paducah Community
College
- --Registration for new
students for Murray
Kindergarten for 1986-87
school year will be from
5 to 7 p.m. at Robertson
Center.
---Tuesday. Aoril 1
CallowPOA'()Linty
Band e,e,*Asters
`
are
scheduln to meet at 7

giONEy PIT
yq

PRESENTS

,.01s • I, • •

the reception. Only outof-town invitations will
be sent.

Coining community events are listed

"42""

..... • ••

All f;iends and
relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and

PizOlymp
zaicin
n
i
Plaza
753-0900

APPit
TONT DAY
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DATEBOOK
Travel course planned
Chapter
funds arc
collec-ted
Gamma Xi Chapter of Alpha
Gamma Delta Sorority at Murray State University raised over
$3,000 in its recent Juvenile
Diabetes Campaign. This was
through a roadblock at Benton
and a booth at Curris Center,
MSU. Pictured are Rachael
Robertson, poster child for the
year, Jennifer Collins, past
chapter president, Julie Boyd,
past altruism chairman and present president, 4d Tera Dennison, chapter advisor.

Representative here

The Departments of Home Economics and
Agriculture at Murray State University have a
two-week travel course designed for persons
with a desire for adventure and a tour of historic
homes and gardens In the Eastern United States.
Vans will leave the Murray State campus at 7
a.m. on Thursday, July 24, to begin the travel extravanganza. Major stops will be in Kennet
Square, Pa., (Longwood Gardens and Wintherthur); Philadelphia, Pa.; Washington, D.C. and
sourrouncling area (Mt. Vernon, the Smithsonian
Institute and Annapolis, Md.); and
Williamsburg, Va. Interesting sites visited
enroute to these major areas will include President Taft's home in Cincinnati, Ohio, Frank
Lloyd Wright's Falling Waters in Mill Run. Pa.,
and James River Plantation homes near Richmond, Va. Instructors for the tour are Dr. Mary
Conover and Dr. John Griffin. Additional information may be obtained by calling 762-3384 or
writing the Department of Home Economics,
Murray State University.

Crawford finds balloon

Middle school honor roll released
John Hina, principal
of Murray Middle
School, has released the
students who have
achieved an academic
standing of from 2.50 to
3.00 for the third nine
weeks' grading period
as follows:
Sixth Grade
Chris Bailey, Christy
Beane, Curtis Bucy,
Kelsey Christopher,
Suelene Chu. Laura
Davis, Carrie Germann,
Marianne Gilbert.
William Gordon, April
Haneline, Boyd
Hainsworth, Kaylin
Havestock, Dana

Events...

Hohman, Jennifer
Howe, Catherine Hurt,
Meredith Julian,
Kelly Krause, Matt
Lawson, Jimmy Lin,
Janie Martin, Brad
Nunnally, Amy Perrin,
Michelle Stinnett and
Rusty Thomas.
Seventh Grade
Joey Bazzell, Holly
Blalock, Heather Boyd,
Leigh Ann Carter.
James Chu, Daniel
Cohen, John Dailey,
Chris Dill, Jennifer
Fairbanks, Rachel
Greer,
Shelly Hasty, Shannon
Hazier, Lori Helmich,

Greg Melton, Karen
Mikulcik, Lesia Nesbitt,
James Oakley,
Katherine Oakley, Doug
Payne, Chris Portner,
Andrea Rose, Tamer
Selim, Kim Sexton,
Leigh Stickler, Pat
Tefft, Tina Thurmond,
Erik Underwood, Alison
Ward and Beth Wilson.
Eighth Grade
Danielle Alexander,
Kaci Bolls, Connie
Chan, Maylene Chu,
Michelle Clayton, Jim
Cofer, Gene Cook, Darla
Culver, Don Easley,
Chris Edwards,

Jeff English, Bill Fandrich, Laura Ferguson,
Toni Ford, Tim Gibson,
Scott Gordon, Heather
Grogan, Mickey Hill,
Carol Hodges,
Eric Hogancamp,
Clint Hutson, Becky
Kratzer, Tina Lane,
Ryan Malone. Jennifer
Parker, Brock Peyer,
Renae Rogers, Scott
Rose.
Heath Ryan, Brian
Shell, Allison Sickel,
Laramie Simpson, Beth
Vandegrift, Christy
Watson, Leslie Weatherford and Amy
Westerfeld.

(Cora'd from page 4)

Tuesday, April 1
Kappa Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
club house.
— — — —
A representative of
Social Security Administration will be at
Miller Courthouse Annex from 10 a.m to
noon.
— — — —
Diet and Diabetes will
meet at 2 p.m.,and Explorer Post 803 at 6:30
p.m., both in third floor
classroom of MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
— — — —
AA will meet at 8 p.m.
at American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
— — — —
President's Invitational Academic Tournament will be from 8
a.m. to 3 p.m. in Special
Education Building,
Murray State
University.
— — — —
German film, "The
Marriage of Marie
Braun" will be shown
free at 2 and 7 p.m. in
Curris Center Theatre.
Murray State University. as part of International Film Festival.
• — ——
"Free Flight" jazz
group will perform at 8
p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, Murray
State University. This is
free to MSU students
with valid ID with
charge of $3 taxdeductible admission to
others.
— — — —
Office of Development
of Murray State University will conduct first
annual university-wide
Phonothon from 6 to 10
p.m.

Tuesday, April I
Wednesday, April 2
Story Hours will be at Marge Hinman as
10: 30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. hostess will start at 9:30
at Calloway Public a.m. at Oaks Country
Library.
Club. Reservations for
— — — —
brunch on April 5 at 8:30
Group II of CWF of a.m. should be made by
First Christian Church today with Shirley
will meet at 2 p.m. in Wade, 753-2220.
church parlor.
— — — —
—— ——
Volunteer Income Tax
Wednesday, April 2
Assistance (VITA ) proHazel and Douglas gram will be from noon
Centers will be open to 4 p.m. in Mississippi
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Room, Curris Center,
for activities by senior Murray State
citizens.
University.
——— —
— — ——
Chess Club will meet
Bereavement Support
from 6 to 11 p.m. in Group will meet at 9:30
Mississippi Room, Cur- a.m. and Living with
ris Center, Murray Diabetes at 2 p.m.. both
State University.
in third floor classroom,
————
Murray-Calloway CounMission groups of ty Hospital.
Cherry Corner Baptist
————
Church will meet at 7
Events in Land Betp.m. at church.
ween the Lakes will in————
clude Skywalk at 2 p.m.
Flint Baptist Church and Comet at 1 and 3
mission groups will p.m. at Golden Pond
meet at 7 p.m. at Visitor Center.
-#
church.
— ———
— ———
Murray State UniverLadies day golf with sity Center Board and
BrOnda Parker as American Red Cross
hostess and bridge with will sponsor a blood

4.,
111111111

Wednesday, April 2
drive from noon to 6
p.m. in ballroom of Curris Center, MSU.
Anyone may donate
blood.
————
Paintings, drawings
and works in other
media by BFA candidate Kaiti Slater will
be on display through
April 13 on upper level
of Clara M. Eagle
Gallery. Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University.
— — — —
Events at Calloway
Public Library will include Parents and Twos
at 9:30 a.m. and Story
Hours at 10:30 a.,h. and
3:30 p.m,
Covenant Prayer
Group will meet at 10
a.m. and Administrative Beard at 7
p.m. at First United
Methodist Church.
——— —
Bible Study Group
will meet at 9:30 a.m. in
parlor of First Baptist
Church.
— — — —

A

NOP.

Pier 1 imports

Don Crawford, postmaster at Alma, found the
remains of a balloon in the shrubbery of his yard
at his home. The balloon had been sent by Shawn
Tinnin, Lilbourn Elementary School, Lilbourn,
Mo., as a part of its Weekly Reader Writing Pals
Contest. The message asked Crawford to
acknowledge recipt of the balloon and to notify
the local newspaper.

We are pleased to announce
that Marcia Cunningham, bride'• elect of Brian Angle, has made
her selections from our bridal
registry for decorative ac., cessories. Marcia and Brian will
be married May 24.
e.hns

First District of Kentucky Parent-Teacher
Association will hold its 60th annual spring conference at McNabb Elementary School, 21st and
Park Avenue, Paducah, on Tuesday, April 15.
Registration will start at 630 p.m and the
meeting will start at 7 p.m., according to Linda
Wright, first district president. Elections will be
for second vice president and secretary.
Qualifications. will be submitted to the
nominating committee and nominatiops may be
made from the floor. Also the updating of bylaws of First District PTA will be on the agenda.
The Grace W. Kolb award will be given to the
school having the most delegates in attendance
and the Lucille Kirksey awad will be given to the
host school. Each local unit is entitled to one vote
for each 25 members.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Elizondo, 207
Greenacres Dr., Murray. are the parents of a
son, Brent Bomar, weighing six pounds 15
ounces. born on Friday. March 21, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The mother is the
former Landa Bomar. Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Bomar and Mr. and Mrs. Eva
Elizondo. all of Paris. Tenn

The Kentucky Heritage Quilt Society will present "The Stained Glass Connection" quilt show
at Northern Kentucky University at Covington,
from April 7 to 18. Hours will be from 9 a.m. to 9
p.m., Monday through Friday, and 9 a.m. to 6
p.m. on Saturday. In conjunction with the show
workshops will be offered by Viola Canady on the
Stained Glass Applique technique on April 10 and
13 and the Riordan Stained Glass Studio of Covington will display its work. The KHQS annual
meeting will be held April 17 at Town & Country
Restaurant, Covington. The Connection will
travel to Kentucky Highlands Museum, Ashland,
from April 22 to May 4, and to Kentucky
Museum, Western Kentucky University. Bowling Green, May 13 to June 1. For registration for
the annual meeting send a self-addressed
stamped envelope to Alice Heath, 107 Memorial
Parkway, Bellevue, Ky. 41073. Information and
registration for the workshops with Viola
Canady can be obtained from Iosetta Steely,
Stained Glass Connecton Workshops, Box 23392,
Lexington, Ky. 40503. Please include a selfaddressed stamped envelope.

Advertising
Sales
Representative
Interested in ad sales?
Salary plus commissions.
Fringe benefits. Looking
for self starter with experience helpful. Layout
and design plus sales.
Send resume to Box
1040J Murray Ledger &
Times 1001 Whitnell
Ave. Murray, KY 42071

Registration is tonight
Registration for new students of Murray
Kindergarten for the 1986-87 school year will be
held tonight (Monday) from 5 to 7 p.m. at
Robertson Center. All parents are urged to
register their kindergarten students tonight, a
school spokesman said.

We are pleased to announce that Marcia Cunningham bride-elect of Brian
Angle, has selected her
bedding and bath accessories. Marcia and Brian
will be married, May 24.

,‘•
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PTA plans meeting

Brent B. Elizondo born

Quilt events scheduled

Bel.Alr Center

11

A Social Security representative from the
Mayfield office will be at Robert 0. Miller Courthouse Annex (old post office building) at South
Fourth and Maple Streets, Murray,from 10 a.m.
to noon each Tuesday. The representative will be
available to assist the public in all aspects of
Social Security, supplemental security income
and Medicare. Assistance will be given in filing
claims, reports, changes, et., and in answering
inquires, according to Janie S. Ivy, field
representative.

One Rack of Jeans
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MSU and'TVA join hands

-

Murray State UniverCamp Energy caters
sity and the Tennessee to groups of four to 400
Valley Authority have and is equipped with a
joined forces to operate heated central service
one of the Land Between building, shelters with
alt els c a m
th
electrical outlets, drinkpgrounds. according to ing wateF, gravel tent
Scott Seiber, public in- pads, paved courts, amformation officer at phitheater, swimming
LBL.
beach, archery range,
Seiber said today that trails and a recreation
MSU's Health and field.
Physical Education
In addition to utilizing
Department operated the facility for student
the camp on a trial basis experiences, class relast year and that the quirements and credits.
experiment proved so Murray State will also
successful that "we .use. the site as camdecided to continue and pground for scout
expand our involvement groups visiting the nawith Murray State."
tional -trey Scout
Seiber explained that museum located on the
cuts in the LBL budget campus in Murray, acwould have impacted cording to Jerry Lyons.
the programs and the coordinator of
operation of the facility therapeutic recreation
had the goverment at MSU.
agency not contracted
Already scheduled for
with MSU.
the campground is A
-We're looking at a workshop in outdoCr
long term relationship recreation with hanwith the university." dicapped. About 30 outSeiber said. "It'll pay door recreation and
dividends for both of us, therapeutic students
especially in their ex- from Murray State and
pertise and resources Morehead State Univerthat we don't have."
sity are slated to

No Money Down
$ 13O

ff.

Alaska's Dogsleds

peaty
(

participate
fying barriers to the
"We'll assess Camp handicapped and offerEnergy in terms of ing solutions. The
natural resources and assessment will
recreational resources culminate with recomand accessibility to the mendations to LBL
handicapped and try to officials.
consider recreational
In addition to Lyons.
I /EAR ABBY: I was astonished by
programming for all
workshop instructors your reply to "Annoyed (7anadian."
handicapped people at
will include Barry Gore, It is apparent that ,many people
the camp," Lyons said
Carl D. Perkins, and have misconceptions about Alaska.
report.
published
in a
As congressman for all Alaska, I
Mike Orem.
The group also plans
can assure you that we, too, have
Duncan
TVA's
to assess
Seiber said Camp "beautiful summers, dress like most
Lake area which has Energy will remain Americans we are Americans). and
been designed ex- open to the public for live in houses just like you do."
clusively for the use of group use through While some in the "bush"or outlying
handicapped In- November. Information areas may use dogsleds for travel,
dividuals. Part of that may be obtained by call- most people in Alaska use cars,
assessment will include ing the LBL's Golden planes and hoa4 as do those in the
planning Programs for Pond office. "lower 4g:rye enclosed a travel guide to give
the handicapped. identi- 502-924-5602.
you a better idea of what our state is
like. Better yet, do come to the Great
Land and see for yourself. Best
regards,
COVINGTON, Ky. Hyland. 46, whose
DON YOUNG,CONGRESSMAN
API — The discovery utilities were shut off in
FOR ALL ALASKA
of illegal electric and April 1978 because he
natural gas taps leading had not paid his bills. He
DEAR REP. YOUNG: Thank
to his home have is accused of stealing you for your gracious letter. I
resulted in theft-of- between $10,000 and don't know where my head was
utility charges being fil- 811,000 worth of gas and when I told a reader that he
ed against a Covington electricity from CG&E. must have been thinking of Alasman.
"I'll eventually have ka when he mistakenly assumed
that all Canadians lived in igplenty to say when I
loos, traveled by dogsled and
Police and Cincinnati
have my day in court," dressed like
lumberjacks.
Gas 8r Electric Co. inHyland said Friday.
I know that you have beautiful
vestigators found the
"We estimate it will warm summers, and I was also
taps leading from
cost him about $14,000 aware that your annual dogsled
neighbors' yards to the
when we add in the costs races had been recently canman's home.
of the investigation and celed, due to "no snow."
Please forgive my colossal
"I stole gas and I stole Interest charges," said
electricity, but I had my CG8zE spokesman goof. 1 really knew better.
However, my Alaskan gaffe
reasons." said Thomas Bruce Stoecklin.

Nowadays Come

Wit AL

Illegal taps bring charges

With Four-Wheel Drive
By Abigail Van Buren

brought me an iiilexpected bonus. Robert Atwood, editoiqind
publisher of The Anchorage
Times, invited me to Anchorage
to see the truth firsthand.
I also received the following
editorial from the Juneau Empire:,
DEAR ABBY:' I would have Written you sooner, but I didn't get my
newspaper until just today. Three
different kids tried to deliver pia
this week, but they all got ate up by
polar bears. The fourth kid finally
made it through to my igloo by riding
on a moose, and then the moose
yelled "Timber!" and chopped up
those polar bears with a chain saw.
Abby, yuu're probably surprised
that us up here can even read a
newspaper. Well, a handful of us
can. We sit around and read your
column to the others while they
scratch their heads with old eagle
claws they dug out of the snow.
And our sled dogs listen, too.
Those dogs have long been our best
friends, and they're the only way we
can get from igloo to igloo. Really
great dogs like Blazer and Celica
and Bronco and Subaru and 1966Chevy-Needs-Work-Runs-Good.
There are some folks who Say
people up here sometimes even wear
Nike shoes instead of lumberjack
boots. Well, let me tell you, we wear
those funny little sneakers to stay
ahead of the wolves when we run

down the trail to the outhouse.
People say we have real summers,
too. That's a lie told by some of our
good neighbors to the south. We get
all our sled dogs to haul away the
snow whenever those tourists from
California show up in July and ask
us about the e2cchange rate on Alaska
money.
writing y.ou in desperation,
Abby,. to make sure schools Hown
There teach your children about us
tight
You're probably surprised any of
us can even write a letter. Well, one
or two of us can. I tried to write you
in bear blood on a musk ox chip, but
I figured you might think that's
something they do in Ontario.
So I gave up and just yelled
"Mush!" at my faithful IBM-PC
with enhanced color display.
ALASKA IGNORAMOOSE
CONFIDENTIAL TO R.F. IN
WEST PALM BEACH: I like the
way Malcolm Forbes put it:
"Anybody who thinks money is
everything has never been sick.
Or is."
(Is your social life in a slump? lonely?
Get Abby's updated, revised and expanded booklet."How to He Popular"for people of all ages. Send your name
and address clearly printed with a
cheek or money order for $2.50 and a
long,stamped (39 eentsi self-addressed
envelope to: Dear Abby, Popularity,
P.O. Box 38923. Hollywood. Calif.
948138.1

per month'

toi

OW OPEN FOR LUNCH
Every Monday thru Friday at 11 a.m.
1 Meat 3 Vegetables

1986 Chevrolet Chevette
Cloth bucket seats, radial tires,
AM radio, 4 speed transmission.

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
Murray, Ky.
'Based o. a 60 mon.," closed end lease
alus soles

cnortNv poymen.

Merp nui

Also Serving Our Bountiful Salad Bar Plus Our Famous Fish &
Seafood Dinners In Special ,Luncheon Portions
Starting At $245
Open 11 a.m. Mon.-Fri. 4 p.m. Sat.

502-753-2617
'UM 06Aka,
SCIV.CA 1.111MS

3o0

Choose from 3 Meats & 6 Vegetables
$
Cornbread & Hot Rolls Are Also Included

1•1•61

1,1 14
,
41•0
1..

*turn *ens

New FM stations authorized
LEXINGTON, Ky. all risS openings will
AP
— New regula- take nearly three years,
tions by the Federal McVeigh said.
Communications ComThe FCC is considermissions will mean ing five license applicaabout two dozen new tions for a new FM radio
FM stations i n station in Nicholasville.
Keptucky.
A license to operate
Nationwide:688 towns the Nicholasville station
became eligible for new will probably be av:•ardFM stations in 1984 after ed in June, Said William
the FCC relaxed its .1. Laney, a co-applicant
regulations governing from Nicholasville.
the number of stations
Laney. who operates
that can exist in a given WNVL-AM in
geographic area. said Nicholasville, is applyJohn McVeigh of the ing for the FM license
FCC.
with four other local
Granting licenses for residents.

DUNN FURNITURE
GOING OUT
OF BUSINESS

pAss

/AS.
Sr

FINAL MARKDOWN
Hurry — Sale Ends April 5

Last 5 Days

ALL
Waterbeds
Drastically
Reduced

ALL
Bedding
On Sale
Starting At

Complete Waterbeds
Starting At

$149
Waterbed Sheets $19.95
Canopy Waterbed

Take advantage of Low
Low Prices on Quality Bedroom
Suites, Living Room Suites,
Tables, Chairs and
Accessories.

$699"
All Sales Cash & Carry
Delivery & Terms
Can Be Arranged
All Sales Final
No Exchanges or Refunds

"..+••••••••••••=1.•••••=0=••••••11•1•••••••••••••

Many Items are

One Of A Kind
and They're
Going Fast.

Dunn Furniture
Murray Store Only

$48
5 Pc. Dinnette

Twin Size
Each Price

Set

139
$
Country Sofa and Chair
$3999
5
Matching Love
Seat

Available

$199
Store Hours:
Mon-Sat, 10-6
Sun, 1 5
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Forestry Department answers 25 fires
The Forestry Department
answered 25 field fires in the
Western District over the
weekend according to Dick
Angiolet, district ranger.

the only thing that's going to
stop it," he said.
Angiolet said it is against the
law to burn before 9:30 and added that it is a good idea not to
b-urn at all. - •
If people do have to burn,
Angiolet said that they need to
stay with it and have a good line
to keep the burning debris from
spreading. He added that if the
department finds any fire unattended, "we issue a citation."
A plane is flying "just about

An0,let says because the
humidity is so low, everything is
very dry„"Right now, it's pretty
critical," he said.
The Forestry Department has
answered 80 fires during March,
according to Angiolet.
"We need some rain. That's

MONDAY, MARCH 31, MI6
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every day." he said, searching
for fires.
The department had a fire in
Crittenden County which burned_
about— 350 a-cres last *week
Angiolet said. This was the "biggest one we had," he said.
Most of the fires are caused by
debris burning and by
careleiNsipss. He urged people to
not burn, but if they did to stay
with the fire so that it does not
get out of hand.

_
Cub Scouts and their parents from Den 2, Murray, participat
ed recently in tree planting activities at
Tennessee Valley Authority's Land Between the Lakes (TV A's
LBL). First row left to right: Shane
Miller, Jason Rouse, Ted Booth, Justin Rouse, David Graves,
Celia Boone (in front), Michael .Boone.
Second.row.left-to right: Jonathan.Graves-, Alida -Graves. Ann.
Boone; Bill'Rouse, Ben Boone and Lam
Doyle.(LBL) employee.

Your Individual Horoscope
FAREWELL PLAQUE — Jim Rector (left), former sports editor of the Ledger & Times, accepts a plaque of appreciation from Kent Wright, president of the Murray-Calloway County Baseball Association,
for his work in covering summer baseball. Rector begins his new job today as assistant sports editor of
the Southern Illinoisan in Carbondale, Ill.
phot.. I",II., lid I ,.I.

Two Murrayans arrested Saturday night
Two Murray men were arrested Saturday evening in conection with a robbery at knifepoint of a Pizza Hut employee-As
he was making a deposit at the
.north-side branch of the Bank of
Murray early Friday morning,
according to Murray Police
Detective Charles Peeler.
with the incident, Peeler said.
Timothy Ray Walls, 23, Rt. 6,
Murray. has been charged with
robbery in the first degree.
SO WERE I AM
AGAIN RIDING ON THE
BACK OF MOMS BICYCLE..

Greg Bailey, 22, 505 1/2 S.
Eighth St.. has been charged
with conspiracy to commit first
degree robbery in connection

Peeler said.
Both have been lodged in the
Calloway County Jail and no
bond has been set at this time.

Fire-fighters called to Thornton home
The Murray Fire Department
answered a call Sunday at 6:30
p.m. at the home of
Thornton, 805 S. 16th St.
There was no fire, only smoke

in the house from the chimney,
according to reports.
Three vehicles and
firemen responded.

I THINK I'LL SUGGEST
MAT 1 DO THE STEERING
TODAY AND LET MOM
RIDE ON THE BACK..

nine

Fraaces Drake

LEO
SAGITTAR R'S
(July 2:1 to Aug. 22o
Nov 22 to Dec 21 )
Some set up an office in the home
Thttugh y ou may make a major
Work goes smoothly now, Ittit he lit mu) purtsbase it
Ill still need
aware of ethical CI Insideratittos in to guard against extravagan
ce in the
what you do You'll discuss business pursuit if pleasure You
receive a gift
at lunch.
CAPRICORN
VIRGO
4 Dec. 22 it)-Jan 19)
(Aug. 23 to Sept 221
I thers appreciate Nisur
Take advantage of a new creative • ,are in the limelight
t,,day. hut
source Going out for good times is don't get so wrapped up
in ?ourself
recommender! mtiw. Romance is the that you're inconsiderate
of a family
happy outcome. Luck comes through
member
partners.
AQUARIUS
LIBRA
*()Jan 2(1 it Fel) IS}
I Sept. 2:1 ot 4 41.22) '
Zelr'
Behind the scenes career dt•VI'lllpThough domestic interests get the
ments arc in your fat.,ir It's best ft, be
green light, a problem could arise
ph ItS4.- no milled now lit to may owe a
with a chose tie before the day is friend a thank yttu note
through. Freelancers gain fortunate PISCES
Xfdre
assignments.
t Feb 10' it Mar 211,
SCORPIO
Social hie is t cry fulfilling and
(I let. 23 to Nov. 21)
911E 40.1t confidence improve;.
sUFS,
Make important phone calls early return a business call
and watch
in the day. Shoppers may _find it -.peopling in the aftern( tt in
necessary to exchange an item Do
14 11 - 1)1111{N TI II A art itulept•ri
It's'. fretting about a work situatnin. dent and advt)nturous

MANAGEMENT ISN'T
MUCH FOR TAKING
SUGGESTIONS

3.3

Your Money Market
Account can earn

0.1

I PONT HAVE
ANYTHING
TO WEAR!

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
figit
Opportunity is with you on the job.
but play your cards close to your
chest. Be a good observer and
listener. Downplay your ego.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Philosophical interest... are highlighted. Some are invited •to give a
speech. In business, deal with finan
cial institutions where you're already known.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Though you're feeling better about
your overall financial condition,
you're still in no po,sition to tender
loans. Continue efforts to solidify
monetary interests.
CANCER
(June 21 toJuly 22)
Pik
Partners inspire you and friends
are a source of luck. However, a
business concern may take priority
over pleasure interests at some point
today.
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YOU TARE& NEW
OUTFITS YESTERDAY!
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WELL, HE WILL IN A
MINUTE.HERE- HE
COMES
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BEETLE z- HE
WAS HERE A
SEC ON AGO

!
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in a Republic "Preferred"
Insured Money Market Account

J
A
t

I-tAL.F A
YEAR

krt.

Are your current accounts earning this yield? If not.
they should! Republic Savings Bank offers you a
very high yield on a minimum balance of S7.000.
• No monthly maintenance fee

• For

• Three drafts per month

• You can add to your account
any time in any amount

• Make as many withdrawals in
person AS you wish
(502) 442-9171
(502) 444-7233
(502) 759-1630

A Federally Insured
Sarongs Bank *qt., over
S200 000 000 I n Assets

• Insured up to S100,000
by FSLIC

Paducah
Paducah
Murray

-010"1"m"ri•gmeftio"01~tioormisapasorinemill

(502) 527-3193
(502) 665-6165

REPUBLIC
SAVINGS BANK

4

personal accounts only

Benton
LaCenter

YOur Savongs FesterbIly
Insured up to s too 000
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OBITUARIES

Oscar winner James Cagney dies
NEW YORK ( AP James Cagney, who
rose from one of New
York City's toughest
neighborhoods to
beeome erte of
Hollywood's most
famous toughguys during his 50-year acting
career, was "the classic
American success
story," President
Reagan said following
his friend's death.
Cagney, who wpn an
Oscar for his 1942 portrayal of song-and dance man George M.
Cohan in "Yankee Doodle Dandy," died Sun- day at age-867 He suf-fered from diabetes and
had been in declining
health.
His wife of 64 years.
Billie, and his manager.
Marge Zimmerman,
were at his side when he

died at his Dutchess
County farm north of
New York City, where
he had been taken only
last week after being
released .trom
hospital.
"We were getting him
ready for breakfast and
he just closed his eyes
and went to sleep," Mrs.
Zimmerman said. "It's
Easter and it's a good
time if he had to go."

Enemy" in 1931, his first at the right time: his
tough-guy role, which doctors had decreed
included the scene that he had to become
where he mashed a more active to counter
grapefruit into the face the effects of diabetes,
of Mae Clark..
which had robbed his
In order to force pro- legs of their strength.
ducers to pay him what
He and his wife, the
he was worth. Cagney
former
Frances
was willing to walk
away from films. As "Billie" Vernon, met in
early as 1937 he was 1920 as cast members of
making ;150,000 a "Pitter Patter" and
married two years
picture.
In 1961, while on the later. They adopted two
In addition to the
set of the Billy Wilder- children, a boy and a
Academy Award,
directed "One.. Two. girl.
Cagney won 'a -citation
Three," he decided to
Cagney's son, James
from the John F. Kenwalk away for good. He Jr., died . in January
nedy Center for Perforturned down roles in 1984. The two men had
ming_Arta in 1980 for
"That -Champions-h
-Th—Men estranged and
career achievement and
Season" and "The God- hadn't seen each other
the Medal of Freedom,
father II."
for two years.
the government's
Cagney made
In addition to his wife,
highest civilian award.
headlines in 1979 when it Cagney is survived by
in 1984.
was announced that he his daughter, Cathleen.
What made him a star was returning. And Funeral arrangements
was "The Public "Ragtime" came along were pending,

Green Eyeshade awards presented
ATLANTA iATh The Miami Herald captured !fret •plaCe in eight
categories of the 36th
annual Excellence in
Journalism Awards and
won the Green
Eyeshade Award for its
investigation of illegal
drug trafficking in south
Florida
Veteran CBS
newsman Douglas Edwards • presented the
awards, sponsored by
the Atlanta chapter of
the Society of Professional Journalists,
Sigma Delta Chi.
The top-award went.toMiami Herald reporters
Jeff Leen. Mimi
Whitefield, Sam Dillon
and 'Fred Grimm for
''The Drug World."
The reporters were
given plaques and a $500
cash award at the Green
Eyeshade Banquet
Saturday night.
The Green Eyeshade
recipient was selected
by judges from the
Milwaukee SPJ,SDX
chapter as the .best
among tti* 20 category
winners announced at
the banquet.
The category winners

4ediffeei

were named from 74
finalists selected from
more than 400 entries
submitted by print and
broadcast journalists
working in 11
southeastern states.
Full-time journalists in
Alabama, Arkansas,
Florida, Georgia. Kentucky, Louisiana,

THE FAR SIDE

IRA?
Check with State Farm
crates
•Guaranreed L•fefirne ir'
•Waiver of Premium for D
• Good Neighbor Service

.
COrnlje.•
•,, MAKES
•

By GARY LARSON

"Hold it right there, Doreen! leave
if you must-but the dog stays!"

-91111r"
FREE ELECTRONIC
HEARING TEST
in your home or our ()nice

Mississippi, North
Carolina, South
Carolina. Tennessee
and West Virginia were
eligible.
The Herald won in
four 'print categories
and in four all-media
categories.
Its print-category
winners were "Freeze

e

247-8654
XelteseHEARING AID

Jane
Rogers
753-9627
201 S 6th

SERVICE
••• "Nall

310 S. 8th St.
Mayfield, Ky.
Hrs: 9-4:30
Jerry D. Wheeler,
Authorized Be/tone
Dealer

et
4
A

of the Century," by the
full staff, in deadline
reporting; "The Drug
World," in non-deadline
reporting; "The
Building of Joe Wood,"
by Peter Richmond, in
sports reporting; and
"Hialeah: Zoned for
Profit," by Marie
Betancourt and Bob
Lowe, in investigative
reporting.
In the all-media
categories, Peter Richmond also won in the
sports commentary,
while Carl Hiaasen won
in the commentary
category, Laurie Horn
won in criticism and
Jim Morin won in
editorial cartoons. Beth
Dunlop of the Miami
Herald received an
honorable mention in
the criticism category.
The Orlando (Fla. 1
Sentinel received an
honorable mention in
the non-deadline print
category for "Florida's
Shame," by its staff.
Richard Leiby of the
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
News 1-3Sun-Sentinel
Sunshine Magazine won
the fifth print category,
for his feature "Killing
Time."
Jane E. Healy of the
Orlando (Fla.) Sentinel
won the fifth all-media
category for her
editorials.

Accidents
over state
are reported
State police say a rash
of traffic accidents over
the weekend, including
three double-fatality
collisions, left 13 people
dead and many others
injured.
The double-fatality
accidents were near
Lebanon Junction,
Flemingsburg and
Bowling Green.
The deaths raised the
Kentucky traffic toll to
140 for the year, compared to 117 through
March 30, 1985.

BUDGET
DOLLARS

TAPPAII MICROWAVES
We have the features you want most in a microwave plus the
size to fit every need.

130.00

STARTING AT $

After The Sale Service!

TEELE-ALLBRITTEN
209 S. 3rd Street
753-5341

Terry Burnett

Curtis Overby
Curtis Overby, 87, of (Joanne) Cavitt. Rt. 2,
308 North Sixth St., Mur- Murray, and Mrs. Jerry
ray, died Sunday at (Camilla) Tarry,
12:04 p.m. at MurrayModesto, Calif.; two
Calloway County sons, Curtis L. Overby
Hospital.
and Robert Overby,
He was a retired pro- Murray; a daughter-induction tester for Ken- law, Mrs. Jean Overby,
tucky Dairy Association Mayfield.
and a member of
Also surviving are 18
Lebanon Church of
grandchildren and 17
Christ near Sedalia.
great-grandchildren.
Born Aug. 7, 1898, in
The funeral will be
Graves County, he was
Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the
the son of, the late chapel
of Blalock Crossland Overby and
Coleman Funeral
Fannie McClain OverHome.
by. He was preceded in
death by twO--Tray-Mbfield—and
Horace Overby in 1982 John Dale will officiate.
and Francis Overby in Jerry Bolls will direct
1965.
the song service.
Survivors are his
Burial will follow in
wife, Mrs. Kathleen the Lebanon Church of
Snow Overby, to whom Christ Cemetery near
he was married on April Sedalia.
3. 1919; three daughters.
Friends may call at
Mrs. Terry (Jeanette) the funeral home after 5
Cavitt and Mrs. Perry p.m. today (Monday

Homer Chester
The funeral for
Homer Chester was
Sunday at 3 p.m. in the
chapel of Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home,
Benton.
Officiating were the
Rev. Julian Warren and
the Rev. Glynn Byars.
Burial was in Brewers
Cemetery.
Mr. Chester, 87, of Rt.
1, Kirksey, died Friday
at 9:30 p.m. at Marshall
'County Hospital.
Benton.
He was a retired
farmer and a member
of Brewers United
Methodist Church

Survivors are one son,
Carl W. Chester, Rt. 1,
Kirksey: two sisters.
Mrs. Martha Lyles,
Reidland, and Mrs.
Mary M. Hume,
Maysville; three grandchildren, Mrs. Trisha
Hannah, Edison, N.J.,
Mrs. Carol Cutine,
Tacoma Park, Md., and
Ed Chester, Homestead.
Fla.; three greatgrandchildren.
The family requests
that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to Brewers
United Methodist
Church.

Mrs. Ophelia Bristoe
Final rites for Mrs. wife of the late Jewell
Ophelia Brisfoe are to- Bristoe.
day at 2 p.m. in the
She is survived by two
chapel of Roy M. Lowe sons. Morris Bristoe.
Funeral Home, Melber. Bloomington, and
Gary Knuckl'es is .Melvin Bristoe.
officiating:
Charlestown. Ind.:
Burial will follow in three sisters, Mrs. Bevy
Biggs Chapel Cemetery Jones, Kirksey, Mrs.
Audell Totterbaum,
there.
Metropolis, Ill., and
Mrs. Bristoe. 79, of Mrs. Willie Welsh,
Bloomington. Ind.. died Shelbyville. Ind.; four
Thursday at 9 a.m. at grandchildren: two
her home. She was the great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Eunice A.R. Edwards
Services for Mrs.
Eunice Adelaide Riley
Edwards, formerly of
Calloway County, were
Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home. Mayfield.
The Rev. Al Cobb and
the Rev. James Tharp
officiated. Burial was in
the Kirksey Baptist
Church Cemetery.
Mrs. Edwards. 91. of
Care Inn Nursing Home,
Mayfield, died Friday at
10:45 a.m. at Community Hospital there.
She was preceded in
death by her husband,
Orville Edwards, and

Terry Burnett, 83, of
Rt. 5, Mayfield, died
Sunday at 2 a.m. at
Community Hospital.
Mayfield.
He was a retired
automobile mechanic
and a member of Mt.
Haven Baptist Church.
Born Aug. 18, 1902, he
was the son of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Clint
Burnett.
Survivors are his
wife, Mrs. Flora -Usrey
Burnett; one daughter,
Mrs. Pat Heath, Rt. 2,
Hickory; three sons, Joe
Ned ----Birnett,
Aaron Burnett and Kenneth Paul (Doe)
Burnett, all of' Rt. 5,
Mayfield; one brother,
Thomas Burnett, Rt. 5,
Mayfield.
Also surviving are

three grandchildren,
two step grandchildren,
two greatgrandchildren and four
S tep greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be
Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The
Rev. Max Anderson will
officiate.,
Pallbearers will be
Bobby Story, David
Story, Anthony Parchman, Michael
Burnett, Mark A.
uri'ieit and Walter
Terry Burnett.
Burial will follow in
the Smith Cemetery.
Friends may call
after the funeral home
after 3 p.m. today
(Monday).

Mrs. Christine C. Ramsey
Mrs. Christine C. (Dorothy) Black, Rt. 6.
Ramsey, 75, of 1161 E. Murray; two brothers,
Forest Ave., Muskegon, Harold—Jewell, -FernMich.. .died Friday. at dale, Mich., and Floy
6:30 p.m. at Muskegon Jewell. Hendersonville,
General Hospital there. Tenn.; several nieces
Born March 13, 1911, and nephews.
in Calloway County, she
The funeral will be
was the daughter of the
Wednesday in the
late Arthur B. Jewell
chapel of Actohoss
and Lottie Saunders
Funeral Home,
Jewell.
Muskegon, Mich.
She was married Jan.
4,, 1940 to Clarence
Burial will follow in
Ramsey who died Feb. Sunrise Memorial
5, 1967.
Gardens there.
Survivors include two
Friends may call at
sisters. Mrs. Maud the funeral home
Steele, Fraser, Mich., tonight and Tuesday
and Mrs. George evening.

Earl Underwood
Earl Underwood, 68,
Puryear, Tenn., died
Sunday at 8:10 p.m. at
his home.
He was a retired
farmer, a Navy veteran
of World War II and a
member of Puryear
United Methodist
Church.
Born March 6, 1918. in
Calloway County, he
was the son of the late
Clarence Lee Underwood and Selona
Geneva Hendricks
Underwood.
He was preceded in
death by three sisters,
Miss Annie Laurie
Underwood, Mrs. Ila
Bell and Mrs. Betty
Owen, and three
brothers, Paul, Lexie
and Stacey Underwood.
Survivors are his
wife, Mrs. Mary Lou
Morris Underwood, to
whom he was married
on May 26, 1940; one
daughter, Mrs. Nancy
-Joan Wheatley, Huntingdon, Tenn.; one son,
Daniel Earl Underwood,
Jackson. Tenn.; six

one daughter, Mrs.
Fairra McCallon.
Mrs. Edwards was a
retired employee of
Merit Clothing Co.,
Mayfield.
She is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Garcia
(Myra) Ray and Mrs.
Vester (Jo Nell) Crouse,
both of Mayfield; one
son, Brice Edwards,
Paducah; 11 grandchildren; 14 greatgrandchildren.
Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs. Bernice
Lathram and Mrs.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Rayma Reed. Mayfield; (AP) - Firefighters
and one brother. E.W. were headed to KenRiley, Murray.
tucky from Arizona and

grandchildren; one
great-grandchild.
Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs. Selona
Jackson, Puryear. and
Mrs. Dortha Perry,
Paris, Tenn.; five
brothers, T.J. Underwood, Murray, Everette
Barkley Underwood,
Mars Hill, N.C., W.D.
Underwood, Plainfield,
Ind.. Prentice Underwood, Paris, Tenn., and
Ralph Underwood,
Dickson, Tenn.
The funeral will be
Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel .of McEvoy
Funeral Home, Paris,
Tenn. The Rev. Joe
Walker will officiate.
Pallbearers will be
Greg Underwood, Roger
Underwood, Tony
Underwood, Michael
Underwood, Larry
Jackson, Scott Owen,
Jimmy Morris and Kenny Gallimore.
Burial will follow in
Hillcrest Cemetery,
Paris.
Friends may call at
the funeral home.

Fires continue in state
New Mexico today to
help battle forest fires
that continued to
blacken hundreds of
acres and forecasters
said there should be no
rain until the weekend.

"It's hot, windy and
the humidity is about 25
percent," said Charles
Industrial Average
+4.79
Goodyear
38% +1/s emit. a spokesman for
I.B.M
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the Daniel Boone NaAir Products
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79% + 1/4
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33/
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General Motors
Wal-Mart
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4
393/s -1
/
4 crew from Arizona and
GenCorp, Inc.
77% -11/s
Wendy's
18% unc the others are from New
Goodrich
C.E.F. Yield
7.08 Mexico. A smoke 44/
.1
2
jumper crew is also on
WOODMAN BUILDING
BETTY BOSTON
order and they may
300 MAPLE STREET
JACK UDDBERG
come from Idaho."
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366
The state Division of
Forestry directed fire
crews Sunday in battles
against 89 forest fires
and U.S. Forestry officials were trying to
contain the fires in the
national forest. Nearly
all the fires were burnOverlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake
ing in eastern Kentucky.
Townley Bergmann,
chief of special projects
for the state Division of
Forestry, said the 89
fires compared with 110
Saturday. He said the
largest involved 600
acres on the Lawrence.
Elliott County line just
east of the Newcombe
Owners Louie and Sue Williams
community in Elliott
Located approximately
County. The site is some
15 miles south of Murray
436-5496
Off Hwy. 121 South
15 miles east of Sandy
Hook.

Stock Market

Cypress Springs Restaurant
NOW OPEN!

Tuesday through Sunday
8 a.m.-9 p.m.
Closed Mondays (Except Holidays)

FARM AND AG NOTES
Two MSU seniors
share ag honors

Insurance deadline near

Two Murray State
University
seniors
shared three honors
given by the Department
of Agriculture at its annual spring banquet
Monday, March 24.
Annette Meyer of
SteeleVile, Ill., was
na • ed "Outstanding

Nathan Slaton

,

. Annette Meyer

Senior in Agriculture"
and "Outstanding Senior
in Horticulture" and
Nathan Slaton was named "Outstanding Senior
in Agronomy" for the
1985-86 academic year.
Miss Meyer, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Glenn R.
Meyer, was selected for
the
departmental
awards by members of
the agriculture and horticulture faculty.
A Dean's List student,
she is president of the
_Horticulture Club and
chancellor of Alpha Zeta,

the honorary fraternity
of agriculture. She is
past president of the National
Junior
Horticulture Association.
The son of Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Slaton received his award from the
FFA DAY CONTEST WINNERS - Six students from the Calloway County
American Society of
High Schriel chapter of the Future Farmers of America(FFA)won first-place
Agronomy. Selection . is
awards at the annual Purchase Region FFA Day Contests at Murray State
based on scholarship,
University Tuesday, March 25. Shown with their advisers Larry Gilbert (stanleadership and profesding, left) and Jamie Potts (standing, right) are: Lori Adams, American Insional potential.
stitute of Cooperatives (AIC); Lisa Lewellyn, horse proficiency; (kneeling,
Slaton was also named
from left) Doug McKinney, dairy proficiency and dairy impromptu; and Dar"Outstanding Alpha Zeta
ren Clark, dark-fired tobacco production. Not shown are Trevor Coleman,
Student" by is peers at
burley tobacco essay, and John Mark Potts, fruit and vegetable production.
the March 24 banquet.
About 225 students from 11 high school and three junior high school FFA
A Dean's List student,
chapters were involved in the competition.
he is president of the
Agronomy Club and vice
president of Alpha Zeta.
His other activities include membership in
Alpha Chi and Alpha
Lambda Delta honor
societies and Lambda
Cattle 458 Calves 2
SLAUG'HTER
SLAUGHTER
Chi
Alpha
social
Compared to 2 weeks STEERS: Good and BULLS - Yield grade 1-2
fraternity.
ago Slaughter Steers -Choice 2-4 920-1235 lb. 1045-1410 lb. indicating
steady -1.00 lower, 48.00-51.50.
77-79 Carcass boning
Heifers untested, Cows
percent 40.25-42.75
steady, Bulls 1.00-2.00
SLAUGHTER COWS:
FEEDERS:STEERS.
lower, Calves and Breaking Utility and :Medium and Large No,
Vealers untested, Commercial_ 2-4 1 200-275 lb. 75.00-82.00,
Feeder Steers and 32.50-34.50, Cutter and 300-400 lb. 65:00-76.00,
high as they were last Heifers steady-2.00 Boning Utility 1-3 400-500 lb. 65.00-72.00,
34.00-37.00
500-600 lb. 61.00-72.00,
year," said Naylor, who Higher.
oversees USDA's small
community and rural
development programs,
including FmHA.
The agency has been
making direct operating
WASHINGTON ( AP ) billion, which will mean cent in most USDA proloans at the rate of up to
$30 million a day, which - Agriculture Depart- some employee layoffs grams during the re- is "probably well below ment economists are and a reduction in the mainder of this fiscal
what it has been in past looking at the possibility net loan rates farmers year. Price support loan
years," Naylor said in of a 17 percent cut in will get for 1986 crops.
rates are not being cut
price, support loan rates
But the impact could for 1986 crops, but the
an interview.
for major 1987 crops if be far greater next net loans
made to
Asked about options if Congress and the ad- fiscal year
if Gramm- farmers are being
the agency does run out ministration don't settle Rudman is allowed
to reduced by that
of money for direct on a way to trim the take effect again,
accor- percentage.
operating loans, Naylor federal budget.
ding to the department's
said. "We're going to
If no settlement is Economic Research
use the resources we reached, the cuts could Service. That could haphave available," and be mandated by the pen if no 1987 budget
Federal-State Market News SeeMarch 31, 11994
those include "plenty of Gramm-Rudman for- agreement is reached .ice
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
guarantee money" to mula as part of the law's by mid-August.
Market Report Includes 11 Bun log
Stations
help banks take over the requirement to reduce
The agency stressed
Rerelpts, Act. 12117 Est. 500 Bar
load.
deficits to $144 billion in in its report that the rows & Gilts steady to .25 higher Sow-s
under 500 steady., over 500 1.00 2.00
The FmHA,often call- the fiscal year that figures used in describ- higher
IS
1 2 210140 lb..
140.25 40 75
begins
Oct.
1 and to ing the possible impact
ed the government's
US 2 200110 lb..
$39.25 40.25
farm lender of last balance the federal of Gramm-Rudman on IS 2-3 210-250 lbs.
$39.75 40.25
$39.75 39.95
agriculture are not US 3.4 250-210 lb..
resort, offers loans to budget in 1990-91.
Sows
The USDA's share predictions and serve US 1 2 270 350 lbs.
farmers who can't get
132.011 34.00
I'S I 3 300-450 lb..
332.00 34.50
credit from banks or this fiscal year of reduc- only as examples.
l'S 1 3 450 500 lb..
$34.50 $41 00
In reality, however.
other commercial tions tied to the Gramm941.00.44.00
S 1 3 over 500 lb..
few 45.00
lenders. It serves about Rudman balanced - Gramm-Rudman reI St 3 300-500 lb..
$31.00 32.011
budget law was $1.3 quired a cut of 4.3 per- Boars
270,000 borrowers.
$260029.00

I

Support cut forecast

if

insurance protection. have been developed to
Additionally, FCIC of- offer reduced premium
fers three optional price for producers with
elections for valuing above-average yields.
grain production lost or "With the increased cost
damaged;" says Mock. of Producing a crop, it
A new crop insurance makes good sense to take
plan, called Actual Pro- a look at this new conduction History ( APH ), cept," says Mock.
is available this year to
producers of soybeans,
To find out more about
wheat. barley, oats, and the APH plan, producers
rye in addition to corn, should contact # local,
grain-sorghum, peanuts,-auth ortzeA agent-Teo
cotton, rice and other select an agent, procrops. Producers of ducers may check the
these crops may now list of agents at their
qualify for higher yield local ASCS office. April
guarantees by proving 15 is the final deadline
their yield history. Rates for applications.

No change in sheep industry
decline expected says USDA
WASHINGTON (AP
- The Agriculture
Department says there
is nothing in the Works
to indicate a major turnaround in the U.S.
sheep industry, which
has been on the decline
for many years.
Last week the department reported that wool

500-600 - 1b:-56.00-59:01:q
700-850 lb. 51.00-55.00,
Medium No. 2 300-445 lb.
58.00-62.00, 500-600 lb.
55.00-60.00, Large No. 2
400-500 lb. 42.50-44.00,
Small No. I 500-600 lb.
45.00-56.00, 800-900 lb.
43.00-48.00
,
HEIFERS: Medium
No. 1 200-300 lb.
64.00-65.00, 300-400 lb.
52.00-62.00, 400-500 lb.
49.00-57.00, 500-600 lb

production dropped lowest levels since
again -in 1985 to 88 .USDA began keeping
million pounds, down 8 records of the annual
percent from 1984. Wool clip in 1909.
The report said the
output hit a low of 103
million pounds in 1978, 1985 lamb crop was
but improved markets down 5 percent, despite
and prices triggered in- an increase in the lambing rate of 102 lambs per
creases through 1981.
: Since then, however, 100 ewes, compared
the U.S. wool industry with 99 in 1984 and 98 in
has been slipping to the 1983.
Inventories of sheep
and lambs as of Jan. 1
were stable in Texas
and California. the two
largest producers, while
most others • showed
49.00-50.00, 600-700 lb. declines, the report
41.00-52.00, Medium .No. said. An exception was
2 300-500 lb. 45.00-55.00, in the mid-Atlantic
500-600 lb. 44.00-52.00' region.
Meanwhile. the USDA
STOCK COWS and
CALVES: Medium and said, imports of lamb
Large No. 1 405.-00-565.00 and mutt& jumped 80
Medium No. 2 percent last year to 36
305.00-425.00 with-100-200 million pouhds, Carcass
lb. Calves at sideof 3-9 weight. Nearly threeyr old cows:
fourths came from New
STOCK BULLS: Zealand, with almost all
LOarge No. 1655-1500 lb. the remainder from
44.100-50.50
Australia.

Spring Savings

sale
on NO Hail Damaged Units
Now Til March 31st

Hog market

Gadget sorts out 'drunk'
peanuts with bitter taste
WASHINGTON 1AP
The agency said in a
- Peanuts get bitter report released here
when they contain too that the meter is being
much alcohol, so tested in peanut producAgriculture Depart- tion areas of Georgia.
ment scientists have Texas and North
developed a gadget that Carolina.
sorts out the drunks
If successful, USDA
from the regular nuts.
and commercial proIf peanuts are expos- cessors eventually may
ed to severe cold or heat be able to use the device
before they are cured, to check peanut inventhey produce alcohol tories. Dickens said a
and related compounds meter would cost about
that give them a bitter $500, which he said is
flavor. Until now, taste cheaper and more practests have been used to tical than chemical tests
detect poor flavor, but a still underdevelopment.
new test using a sensor
In testing peanuts,
and meter does the job about three ounces are
more efficiently.
ground up in a blender
"It's sort of a for about 10 seconds. A
breathalyzer test for sensor is put into a hole
pean
" says
old at the top of the blender
E
attee o
SDA's for four or five seconds,
Agricultural Research during which alcohol
Service. "The meter vapor can be detected
tells us the level of and registered on the
alcohol and related meter.
compounds in- peanuts
so that the bad-tasting
ones can be separated
CHANNEL CATFISH
from the good ones. The
HYBRID SUNFISH
peanuts that taste bad
can still be used to make
oil or other products."
Pat tee, who
developed the concept.
and James W. Dickens,
At
an agency engineer who
Southern States Coop
designed the meter,
Murray
work at USDA's Market
April 8: 11:00-Noon
Quality and Handling
Kan Jacobs-Bowling Grimm
Research Laboratory in
502 5422555
&ins eons *stet Te Cony Fish
Raleigh. N.C.

April 15 is the last day
to apply for crop insurance for corn, grain
sorghum, popcorn, soybeans and tobacco in
Calloway County. Kentucky, according to
Oneal Mock,a representative of the Federal
Crop Insurance Corporation ( Fele).
Crop Insurance covers
unavoidable loss of production resulting from
adverse weather conditions, wildlife, earthquake, or fire.
"Three
coverage
levels (50. 65 or 75 percent) are available for

Paducah livestock market report

Loan funds should
hold out for spring
WASHINGTON ( AP )
- The Farmers Home
Administration should
have enough money to
see borrowers through
spring planting, but if
funds do run out, banks
can take up the slack
through federal loan
guarantees, a senior
Agriculture Department official says.
A heavy run on FmHA
operating loans caused
the Reagan administration on March 12 to funnel an additional $700
million into FmHA's
direct loan program.
Another $50 million was
allocated as guarantees
for loans made by other
lenders.
"I don't think that
we're going to run out of
it before the end of the
spring lending season.
at least,"
Undersecretary Frank
W. Naylor Jr. said
Thursday.
"At the rate we're going. the obligation rates
(loan approvals) aren't
running anywhere as

Werra),Ledger & Times

1986 TS10653 Ext. Cab
Rear Jump Seats, 2.8 Liter V-6. A/T, Tilt
P.S., A/C. 1.500 Lbs Paytoad

$12,145 00

-25 other Damage Free New Units

TRUCKSETRAILERS•BUSES, INC.
Murray, Ky.

3 miles So. U.S. 641
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Southern States
You can take
electricity
for granted.

Spring
Sale
Over 200 items on Sale!
Here's Just A Few!

Because
we don't.
We v“sork 24 hours a day to
keep you supplied with all the electricity you need.
Any time you need it.
And think of all you need it
for. Your refrigerator, dishwasher,
clothes washer and dryer. Your
lights, of course. And for your
vacuum, iron and power tools,
your TV, stereo, etc., not to men-

Kleen-Gro 2 25-3-5

,
..g.. 1-7.: -

weed killers to ,ontrol mark,
broadleat weeds 2011, hag
r•
c

Cortams

LAWN
FERTILIZER
non big things like air-conditioning.
Electricity for all these things,
all for an average cost per family
of S1.90° a day, including the
work our line crews do on stormy
nights.
Electricity. A great value you
can take for granted. And we're
working to keep it that way.
•Itswd
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Cards honingto make Blue Devils see red
Louisville changes
pregame attitude;
less jokes, smiles

14

By JANE GIBSON
Associated Press Writer
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DALLAS AP — Twice before in the last four
years, Louisville came to the Final Four, had fun
and lost. So this year, it was time to get down to
the business of winning a second national basketball championship of the decade.
A lot has been made of Duke's light attitude in
this year's NCAA Tournament. All five Duke
starters appeared at Sunday's final pre-game interview session, and they and Coach Mike
Krzyzewski kept the media laughing with oneliners. It was as if tonight's championship game
had been canceled and Duke declared the
winner.
In contrast, Louisville Coach Denny Crum appeared with three seniors at the event, the only
members of the squad made available to the
media since Louisville won the West Regional.
There was one joke, few smiles and no Billy
Thompson, Louisville's spark during the NCAA
Tournament who has avoided the media. It was a
business meeting minus the three-piece suits.
"I've been here three times and never won it,"
Louisville senior gylard Milt Wagner said. "As a
freshman and sophomore I had fun. Now I want
to win it all.
"Then we'll laugh and joke and have fun.
We're saving it all for after Monday night."
"Our attitude is businesslike because the guys
realize what's ahead and what we have to do to
win," senior guard Jeff Hall said.
• It is Krzyzewski's first appearance in the Final
Four as a head coach and the first for these Duke
seniors, who as freshmen made this their goal.
Crum is making his sixth appearance in 15
seasons in the elite four, and his fourth this
decade, including the 1980 championship team.
Louisville lost in the semifinals in 1982 and 1983.
"We know how to approach the situation, but
we do not have the advantage over Duke in that
regard." Crum said Sunday. "Duke has been
together with the same coach and the same
players for four years. So they know what to expect from each."
But Crum knows what to expect from the Final
Four..
In a tournament like this, you really don't
have time to prepare," Crum said. "Your
preparation actually started with the first practice on Oct. 15. There is very little you can do or
want to do at this point.
"The day in between games, we only practice
for an hour and a half, and you don't want to get
your team pumped up or psyched up or fatigued.
You simply rely on what you have done all year
and what you have done to get here."
Comparing Louisville's attitude in its march
through the tournament with Duke's is like comparing a country backroad to a super highway.
Louisville has been reserved after each of its victories, displaying little more than a couple of
high-fives and quick pats on the back after gaining a berth in the Final Four.
Crum began shielding his younger players
from the media and the hoopla surrounding the
Final Four and even the seniors were reluctant
to take time away from practice and schoolwork
to meet with the press. There were no pep rallies
in Louisville, and Crum rejected the idea of the
NCAA greeting his team at the airport with a
band and welcoming committee.
"Maybe it's because we've been here before
and want more than to make the Final Four,"
Hall said. "We're very happy about being here,
but we're more serious because we want a national championship. Just being here isn't
enough for us.-!-'
•
As in any business, Crum's experience in risky
ventures has molded a philosophy for the Final
Four.
"It's going to come down to who plays the best
and who executes," Crum said. "To win at this
level, you can only do it doing what you do best.
If it's not good enough, you get beat."

Marshall's Taylor makes
all-tournament squad
BOWLING GREEN.
Ky iAPi — Forward
Nancy Crutcher, who
led Oldham County to
the Kentucky Girls High
School title Saturday,
was named the
tourney's most valuable
player.
Also namet to the alltournament t011ign were
Trina Anderson of
Louisville Assumption;
Kelly Cook and Pam
Gooch of Franklin.
Simpson, Cindy
Cheatham of Oldham
County, Jeanna Cornett

and Dina Disney of
Meade County: Lisa
Doyle of Mason County;
Stephanie Gossum and
Mary Taylor of Marshall County: Kris
Miller of Owensboro
Catholic and Myra
Rhodus of Conner
Jana Newman of
Wayne County was
presented the academic
scholarship award and
Doyle, of Mason County,
was given the J.E.3
Mansfield award for
sportsmanship.

SPECIAL:
Hot Hickory Smoked
Ham Sandwich,
French Fries
& 12 Oz. Drink

$ 1 99

By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer

RACER RUN — Murray State's Todd Henson. a freshman from Marshall County. competed in the 1,5(8)
meter run Saturday at the Racer Run at Roy Stewart Stadium. A former all-state runner. Henson placed sixth in his heat of the 1,5481 meters. MSC's Patterson Johnson qualified for the NCAA outdoor championships Saturday with a leap of 52-81/2 in the triple jump. Calvin Turnley was the only other Racer to
win Saturday. He captured the 100-meter dash in 11:05.

Johnson qualifies for NCAAs
Murray State's Patterson' Johnson bounded
into the NCAA champioships with a leap of
52-81,2 in the triple jump
Saturday at the Racer
Run at Roy Stewart
Stadium
Johnson, of the
Bahamas. needed a leap
of 57-234 to make the
championships
Racer Calvin Turnley
won the 100-meter dash
In 11.05 and finished
third in the 200-meter
dash in 22.69. Southern
Illinois' Conner Mason

won the 215i iii
Mason also triumphel
in the 400-meter das"r
turning in a time of
48.55. NISU's Mike
Ramsey placed fourth
in 49.60.
Joe Woodside finished
second in both the
discus and the shot put
for the Racers. SILI's
Ron H rrer defeated
him in both events. Harrer threw the discus
166-6 to Woodside's
159-8. He heated the
shot 50-3 to Woodside's
47-534.
MSIT's Willie Thomas

placed third in the 110
high,, hurdles, crossing
the finish line in 16:65.
Mike Levarrone
registered his best time
ever as a Racer in the
10,000 meter run,
15:24.41, gaining him second place behind Andy
Pettigrew of Sit', wtlo
finished in 15:04.19
William Jordan of
Murray State placed second in the 800 meter
run with a time of
1:52.29. SIU's Brett Garrett won in 1:51.3S.
Several former Mur-

ray State athletes did
well Saturday.
Dave Small won the
long jump with a leap of
24-3. edging Arvadio
Ferguson, who leapt
23-214.
Martyn Brewer, running for the Victory
America Track Club.
won the 1.500 meter run
in 3: 48.35.
Former Olympian
Elvis Forde finished second in the 200 meter
dash in 22!41.
John O'Neal won the
400 hurdles in 53.28.

In sports action this %seekend:

Texas wins; Becker beats Lendl
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
LEXINGTON. Ky.
( AP
— Reserves
Clarissa Dia<•is and Cara
pasked top.
Priddy
ranked and unbeaten
Texas to a 97-81 victory
over Southern California in the NCAA
womens's basketball
championship game on
Sunday.
Texas finished with a
34-0 record, the first
undefeated team to capture the title in the tournament's five-year
history
Southern California, a
two-time champion.
closed with a 31-5 mark
USC was led by Cheryl
Miller's 16 points.
TENNIS
cHICAG0 (AP
—

T. J.'s
Bar-B-Q &
Burgers

Spec* good Mar& 28 Apri 3

Chestnut St, Murray

Seniors can fulfil
freshman dream
of winning NCAA

753-0045

West German teen-ager
Boris Becker upset Ivan
Lendl, the world's topranked player, 7-6
6--3- on Sunday to capture.
the $315.000 Volvo Chicago Tennis
Tournament
Lendl's defeat in the
first set was the frist
time he had lost a set in
14 matches
NASHVILLE. Tenn
— Top-seeded
Pam Shrivel. and Barbara Potter won the
largest doubles prize on
the women's tennis circuit on Sunday by
defeating Elizabeth
Smylie and Kathy .lordan to win the $175,000
Bridgestone Doubles
world v.' o m
n 's
championships

Shriver and l'otter
downed the defending
champions 6-3. 6-4 at
Maryland Farms Racquet and 'Country Chit)
to share a $60,000 purse.
Smylie arid ,Jordan. the
reigning Wimbledon
champions, split $30,000.
Ft 0 T T K Ft D A M .
Netherlands 1AP
—
Joakim Nystrom of
Sweden won the $315,000
ABN Tennis Tournament, defeating countryman Anders slarryd
6-0. 6-3 in the final
Sunday
In earning $50,000 for
the victory. Nystrom
now has earned more
than $1 million in his
tennis career
BRADENTON. Fla.
1API — Twelfth -seeded

Automatic Transmission
Service
We service, repair or replace
automatic transmissions.
• 1 -day service on most repairs
*All rebuilt units guaranteed

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC.
514 S. 12th

Estb. 1956

753-1750

David Wheaton of Minnetonka. Minn.,
outlasted fourth-seeded
Michael Briggs of
Newport Beach, •Calif..
6-4. 3-6, 6-3: to capture
the Boys IS singles title
Sunday at the
McDonald's .Junior Tennis Challenge.
PEORIA. Ariz
Al'1
1 -nseeded Beth Herr
beat No 6 seed Ann
Henricksson 6-0, 3-6, 7-5
Saturday to win the
singles championships
in the $75.000 Virginia
Slims of Arizona tennis
tournament
GOLF
LOS ANGELES AP
— Red-hot Dale
)ouglass shot a 6-under.par 66 on Sunday to give
him a 54-hole totaloof 202
and a three-shot victory
over Chi Chi Rodriguez
in the $250,000 .Johnny
Mathis Seniors Golf
Tournament
Douglass. who turned
50:Ion March h to become
eligible for the Seniors
tour, has won two of the
three Seniors events he
has entered and finished
second in the third one
His earnings for the
month of March —
896.000
—

DALLAS (AP) — Four years ago, they wereconsidered the best-recruited freshman basketball class, the kind on which national championships are built.
Tonight, all that stands in the way of Duke's
destiny is Louisville.
The Blue Devils, ranked No. 1 in the nation and
at 37-2 the winningest single-season college team
ever, can fulfill the dream that Jay Bilas, Mark
Alarie, Johnny Dawkins and David Henderson
envisioned when they first set foot on the campus
at Durham, N.C.
"We didn't make a sealed-in-blood pact towin a
national championship. We felt that was
something that didn't need to be said," Bilas,
Duke's 6-foot-8 center, said.
There is, of course, the matter of Milt Wagner,
of Jeff Hall, of Billy Thompson — of the Cardinals who, although ranked only seventh, are
considered just about the equal of the Blue
Devils.
"I think the public and the media believes
Louisville is playing the best basketball in the
country right now," Alarie said. "Their record
(31-7) doesn't indicate that they've played the
best basketball all year. Obviously ours is better,
but they're on a roll as a team."
If the Blue Devils don't win it all, they'll be
remembered as good but not great, "but even if
we do win, people will still knock Duke. That's
just the way it is," Alarie said. "We're not an intimidating team on paper. We don't have a 7-foot
center. We don't block a lot of shots. We don't
dunk a lot. People translate that into us being
just a very lucky team.
"I think that lack of respect makes us play
harder. Nobody likes to be bad-mouthed."
Because Duke doesn't have that one fearsome,
in-your-face superstar (Dawkins is more finesse
than power), the Blue Devils, for all their accomplishments, still are looked upon with less
than awe.
"Everybody says they're not that good,"
Louisville Coach Denny Crum said. "I don't buy
that. When we played the preseason (Big Apple)
NIT in New York, I told everybody that there
probably wouldn't be any better teams in the
country than those four. Kansas beat us and
Duke beat St. John's. Three of us were in the
Final Four of the NCAA and the other one (St.
John's I was a No. 1 regional selection.
"Duke's won 21 games in a row (to Louisville's
streak of 17t, they're ranked No. 1 in the nation
and rightfully so. They do everything you'd want
a basketball team to do, and they do it very well.
... People say they're not very big, but you go
stand next to Alarie or Silas and tell me they're
not very big. They're MEN.
"Physically they're a lot bigger and stronger
on their front line than we are," Crum went on.
"Our guards are taller, but we don't have the
strength and size inside that they have. And they
have the great combination of great outside
players, ballhandlers with quickness, as well as
the strength on the inside."
Duke Coach Mike Krzyzewski admits to team
weaknesses, "the things that don't come naturally to us, that we have to concentrate on.
Shooting, running up and down the court, playing
the transition game, they come naturally."
"Rebounding is something we really have to
concentrate on. And defense, although we play it
well. doesn't come easy. ... If you don't see our
guys talking to each other on defense, that's a
real weakness. Our defense is not set up for individual matchups; it's set up for team matchups. If we don't play as a team — and the talk
is the glue that keeps the team together — we
have problems," Krzyzewski said.
"Their team defense is their real strength,"
Crum said. "They play so well together. They're
always in the right spot because they've been
together for four years — four of them,anyway."
Crum projected matchups of Hall on Tommy
Amaker, Wagner on Dawkins, Pervis Ellison on
Bilas, Thompson on Alarie and Herb Crook on
Henderson.
"But we switch a lot," Crum continued, grinning, "so Jeff might be on Bilas.... That's the way
we play defense."
Krzyzewski shrugged off questions about matchups "This isn't baseball or football," he said.
Both teams are strong defensively. Duke
employing a pressing man-to-man, Louisville
constantly switching off, and both rely heavily on
the transition game.
Because Duke and Louisville like to run, both
coaches predict that tonight's game will be
higher scoring than the past half-dozen championships, starting with Louisville's 1980 title
over UCLA, in which the winning team has
averaged a shade under 65 points. And not just
because of the 45-second clock, being used for the
first time in the title game.
"We'd like to see a 10-second clock," Crum
said with a smile. "There's no reason to hold the
ball for 40 seconds if you can get a good shot in
10
While Duke, the top seed in the East Regional,
was dispatching Mississippi Valley State, Old
Domtnion, DePaul. Navy and, on Saturday. Kansas 71-67 to get to this game, Louisville, the second seed in the West, was turning aside Drexel,
Bradley, North Carolina, Auburn and, in the
semifinals, Louisiana State 88-77.
The Blue Devils come in with the chance to be
the first top-ranked team since North Carolina in
1982 to win the championship.
"I think we'll have to play our best game to
beat Duke," Crum said, "and I don't think we've
played our best game of the tournament yet. At
least I hope we haven't."
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l'ro Baseball Exhibition .Season
U inning form

Jens Bergrahm was the No. 1 seed Sunday in Murray
State's 8-1 win over Western Kentucky University
in Bowling Green. Bergrahm won his match 6-3, 7-5.
The Racers split two matches Saturday in Murray.
defeating Louisville 6-0 and losing to Memphis State
6-3. They are now 11-7 going into tomorrow's match
with Southern Illinois.

MSU netters win two of three over weekend.
The Murray State
men's tennis team
traveled to .Bowling
Green Sunday and
trounced Western Kentucky 8-1, giving it two
wins in three matches
over the weekend.
Saturday. at Murray,
the Racers blanked
Louisville 6-0 and lost to
Memphis State 6-3.

Carbondale.
Against Western,
MSU's No. I seed. Jens
Bergrahm swept Scott
Underwood 6-3. 7-5,
while No. 2 John Brunn e r downed Matt
Phones 6-2, 6-4.

• No. 3 John Schneider
defeated Billy Burton
6-4, 6-4; No. 4 Bard
Gunderson came from
The Racers are 11-7 behind to beat Matt
going. into tomorrow's Peterson 4-6, 6-4. 6-1.
match with Sit' at and No. 5 Paul Austin

whipped Roland Lutz
6-0, 6-3.
No. 6 Alan.Farmer
suffered the Racers only
loss, falling to Kurt
Freyburger 6-3, 3-6, 6-4.
In doubles r action,.
Brunner and Schneider,
playing at No. 1.
defeated Underwood
and Lutz 6-0, 6-1. No. 2
Gunderson and Farmer
defeated Phones and
Jonathon Yeagle 7-5.
6-4. No. 3 Jeff Cox and
Vith•lri Rnvtnn elpfn-itPd

Baseball At A Glance
By The Associated Press
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Peterson and
0-6, 7-6, 6-3.

Burton

"Western Kentucky
has a good team, kfut we
won the close matrhes,"
coach Bennie Purcell
said. "We're playing
real well right now. We
lost to Memphis State,
but they have a fine
team this year, and they
won most of the three.
set matches, so I'm not
that upset with our
performance.

"Louisville might
have the best team they
have ever had, and we
beat them bad. They
had beaten Auburn
earlier. and Auburn
always has a good team.
so we were catching
them at the right time."
In the Louisville
match, Brunner
registered a 6-4. 7-6 win
over Brenden Burke,
who currently is the 88th
ranked player in college
tennis.
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Butts' slaufsparks Murray State victory
Dave f3titts' second inning grand Mani sparked the Murray State
Thoroughbreds to a 12-4
shellacking of Eastern
Kentucky Friday at
Reagan Field.
Using the long ball.
the 'Breds built up a 9-2
led after two innings

and cruised to their
ninth win.in 20 games.
Butts and Steve
Groehn both homered in
the first inning. Butts
with one on, Groehn
with no one aboard.

game, added a two-run
homer in the eighth.-

reliever David Johnson,
who came on in the
ninth. Garner raised his
MSU pounded Out 12 record to 2-0 with the
hits, including doubles win.
by Paul Alegre and
Ed Norkus, 1-1, took
Dave Winder.
the loss for Eastern,
The Colonels were which fell to 14-8.
Russ Burger. who had iimited to seven hits by
Groehn's 2-for-4 perdoubled earlier in the starter Rich Garner and
formance capped a big
week for the junior
rightfielder from
Grosse Pointe, Mich. In
four games. Groehn
BOWLING GREEN: President Kern
Alex- of his visit to Alex- went 10-for-I4 with four
Ky. AP - Western ander,
reportedly about ander's office Saturday. home runs, eight RBIs
Kentucky University his salary.
Haskins said he will and 30 total bases.
basketball coach Clem
"We did meet, but I not accept
Murray State hosts
anything less
Haskins met during the don't want
to make any than a five-year conU-T Martin today at 2:30
weekend with WKU comment.
Haskins said tract

Haskins talks to Western's president

PICTURE YOURSELF

in one of these Escorts!
EXP the sporty two seater
2 Door, 4 Door or Wagon
World's Best Selling Car

with only

I CV A.PR.
in
/a With
Fi Approved Credit

9.50,1k. -9.85

APR

15-YEAR FIXED RATE
Interest rates on mortgage loans
are at their lowest level in nearly
seven years'

1.1111;611,

Reduce your monthly payment
and your interest by refinancipg
your mortgage with Republic"
Savings Bank.

P

0
Remember the 9.9% Financing on our Rangers.

PARKER FORD

701 Main St.

If you bought a home several
years ago at a high interest rate
now is the time to refinance and
get a lower rate at Republic
Savings Bank.
Don't miss this oppoqunity
while rates are low'

1201 Main Street
Murray. Kentucky 42071

Murray -

753-5273

neivoirealeoli•NoillilMeltesfaMIMMeteaveaiiv

'Rate Siihirci
In change

Call Janice Lester

(502) 759-1630

Equal
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LOBO,'

ESIK
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A Federally Insured
Sevens Bank wroth over
8200 000 000 in Aseets
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ORDI
NCE NUMBER 86-823
AN ORDINANCE RELATING TO A PROPOSED HIGHWAY PROJECT WITHIN THE
CITY LIMITS OF MURRAY. KENTUCKY.
PERTAINING TO A TRAFFIC AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE CITY OF MURRAY
AND THE COMMONWEALTH.
WHEREAS, the Kentucky Department of
Transportation. Bureau of Highways
( hereinafter referred to as 'Department")
has made a survey and prepared plans on
Highway Project, Glendale Road, in the City
of Murray,(hereinafter referred to as "City"
and described as follows: The reconstruction
of Glendale Road project, within the City
Limits of Murray.from KY 121 to US641 (12th
Street 1.
Including therein all of the right, title and
interest held by the (pity in the approaches to
all other city street crossed by said project.
NOW THEREFORE. BE IT ORDAINED
BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY-OF
MURRAY. KENTUCKY
That the following be ratified and approved by this Board:
Section I. That the City recognizes that certain traffic regulations will be required by the
construction of the project within the city
limits and hereby grants to the Mayor authority to enter into a contract designated as TD
11-391 on behalf of the City with the Department putting into effect the provisions of this
section
II. Any ordinances or parts of Ordinances in conflict herewith are hereby
repealed to the extent of such conflict.
Section III. This Ordinance shall be introduced and considered by the City Council
with relation to pertinent Kentucky Statutes,
and ordinances of Murray. Kentucky.
Adopted by the Murray City Council March
27, 196.
Holmes Ellis
Mayor
Jo Crass, City Clerk •

Notice

Crafts
Show May 3
Dresden Iris
Festival

Arts 8.

Big Parade
Huge Crowd
For space Info.
write P.O. Box
109 Dresden, TN
38225 or call
901-364-3193.

Christian
Radio
89.3 FM
WNKJ
Hopkinsville
•

A Bad Time For

PREGNANCY?
Call

LIFE HOUSE
753-0700
1 506 Chestnut
CANCER
INSURANCE"
No Age limit to apply.
If your present policy
Is over 5 years old it
may not cover some
of
the
newer
treatments such as
chemotherapy. For
free information call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
-free 144.411 HAIM W.let-

1985 DELINQUENT
TAX PUBLICATION
Calloway County Property Tax Books will be closed
on March 31, 1986, in
preparation of publication
of a delinquent tax listing
for the calendar year ending on December 31, 1985.
The Calloway County
Sheriff's Office will continue to receive property
tax payments prior to the
publication dates of April
7th, April 14th. and April
21st.
J.D. Williams
Sheriff

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
1 Edible seed
4 That thing
6 Part of flower
11 Connect
13 Shooting star
15 Los Angeles
abbr
16 Human
beings
18 Japanese
drama
19 Math term
21 Shapely
22 Dispatched
24 Ward off
26 By means of
28 Shelter
29 Showy flower
31 Jump
33 Grid six pointer
34 Ancient
Greek coin
36 Regulation
38 Scandium
symbol
40 Labor
42 Sufferer from
2

3

11

12

15

16
19

20

24

25

29
34
1/1
Is

2

39

40
46

SO

Si

55

se

61
ill
rd

Hansen s
disease
45 In addition
47 Tense
49 Broadcasts
50 Questions
52 Press clothes
54 Calcium
symbol
55 Millimeter
abbr
56 Units of
Spanish
currency
59 Therefore
61 Tuber
63 One or the
other
65 -The Devil'
66 Deciliter
abbr
67 Before
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Lost
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Puppy
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3 Near
4 Portrait
5 Tossed
6 Large serving.„
plate
7 Lamprey
8 Hurl
9 Article
0 Common
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4 months old, answers
to Zeus. Last seen
near West Main
Street. if found please
bring to 1611 W. Main

REWARD

A A
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small finch
12 Forenoon
14 Lavished
fondess on
DOWN
17 Shadow
20 Toward and
1 Crony
within
2 Public
23 Spanish
storehouses
article
24 Note of scale
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25 Amount owed
27 Drag
30 Origin
32 Entreaty
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ORDINANCE NUMBER 86-822
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING ORDINANCE NUMBER 85-818, AN ORDINANCE WHICH ADOPTED THE 1985-86
GENERAL FUND BUDGET:SAID AMENDMENT ESTABLISHES A REVENUE ACCOUNT
ENTITLED
COMMUNITY
DEVELOPEMENT AGENCY[UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE REFUND AND APPROPRIATES FUNDS TO THE U.S.
DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN
DEVELOPMENT AS REPAYMENT FOR
EXCEEDING CDBG LIMITATIONS ON EXPENDITURE OF FUNDS FOR PLANNING
AND ADMINISTRATION.'
Whereas, under the Murray Community
Development Block Grant. Program No.
B-81-DN-21-0108. employees participated in
and contributed to the Kentucky Municipal
League- Unemployed Compensation Reimbursement Tru4t, Ac.cot
Number 05932092.
and
Whereas, at the close-out of the CDBG program there remained a balance of funds in the
amount of $6,703.00 which according to CDBG
regulations reverts back to the City of Murray, and
Whereas, a review of the closeout
documents by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development determined an
over expenditure by the Murray Community
Development Agency in the amount of
$2,205.11 for Planning and Administration
costs, and
Whereas, the City of Murray has petitioned the KML Unemployment Compensation
Reimbursement Trust for a refund of all
Murray-CDA funds and has determined that
funds are due and payable to the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development for
ineligible costs incurred through the Murray
Community Development Block Grant Program No. B-81-DN-21-0108:
•
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED
BY THE MURRAY CITY COUNCIL, AS
FOLLOWS, TO-WIT:
Section I. There is hereby created a revenue
account entitled CDA-Unemployment Insurance Rebate (36370) with $6,703.00
estimated as revenue income for the period
ending on June 30, 1986.
From- the CDA-Unemployment- Insurance Rebate., there is hereby appropriated $2,205.11 to the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development as repayment for ineligible costs incurred the Murray
Community Development Block Grant
Program.
Section III. Cash appropriations (31100) are
hereby decreased from 3113,092 to $108,595 for
the budget period ending as of June 30, 1986.
Section IV. This budget amendment shall
become effective upon final adoption and upon
publication according to law. In all other
respects Ordinance Number 85-818 is hereby
reaffirmed.
Itiopted by the Murray City Council on the
13th day of March. 1986.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the
27 day of March, 1986.
Holmes Ellis. Mayor
Attest:
Jo Crass, City Clerk
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Help

Wanted

LICENSED
PSYCHOLOGIST
Kentucky State Peniten
nary in Lyon County has
an immediate opening
for full time Licensed
Psychologist
MINIMUM
RE
OUIREMENTS Must be
licensed
as
a
Psychologist by the
Kentucky Board of Ex
aminers in Psychology

to.eryteight
people serious about los
iru i, . 21 is,units in :to
, 1011
I 1' n t
i•
guaranteed Call
IOWA
111-:NTAI. assistant
•tk anted
4 I .0,11r,1%
2 days
Senit :n,
P.,linlq•
II
\I
o
F. S '1 A s s M I. \
$646116, per too
1101:1
ItLid ranteed payment
Ni,
x pet len e 110
',ale,

,4•111/

Sett -

stamped ens elope. Elan
3::2.
311s Enterprise ltd . Ft
El.
334,
Pier e.
2
.1.1 N I T0111.51. work.
part-time. mornings. 6
days a week .211 hours
\lust he dependable
Send resume to P.O.
Rot slx1. Paducah. Ky.
1-2no2
arid re,74.4.41

*.‘ I. t ompany 1111W
taking -applications for
tor
per
Murray area SI ill conpart-time
:4141er
Must have transporta
No exit'. rient
tin
not essary. NA ill train
Hourly salar:t 55 plus
commission, u hen on
appointment Call tur
an appointment 502-2470527 ot 217 0601
NE

EI

I ii• fist'(1

VIS1
m
11/r
Country 1', ii
Beauty
Salon 1417 4 /ie... Blvd
C.'d It 753 174(1
alter
753-9559 tor
7p m
intervievt

Applications are being
accepted by the Murray
Calloway County Parks
Dept. for pool manager
& life guard. Deadline
for application for pool
manager will be April
14. Applications for life
guard will also be accepted at the Parks Office, 10th & Payne St
Phone 753-7640.

6

Help

Wanted

WHIRLPOOL 17 cu ft.
refrigerator with textured steel door. only
55.00 per week. Rudolph
Goodyear 753-0595.
WHIIII.POOL heavy
duty washer with 4
cycles. only $6.00 per
week
Rudolph
Goodyear. 753-0595

16. Home Furnishings
10-PIECE sectional
couch, good condition.
$650. Call 436.253k.
C01.„ CH- country style.
large pillows, dark blue
background with rust,
green & light brown
flowers. Only 7 mos.
old. Bargain priced-at
$300 Can be seen at
Southside Manor. Apt.
J-2 or call 753-4590
between 4.7p m

Salary commensurate
with experience
Full range of benefits.
including•life and health
insurance, retirement
plan. paid vacation and
sick leave
Contact Mrs Anne
Ghost, Personnel Ad
ministrator, Kentucky
Suite Penitentiary. Box
128. Eddyville. KY
42038 0 1 28. 15021
388 2211
Si, Equal Opportunity
Implorg$414

DAILY GOLDr-V6ILVER PRICES
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 343.60
Opened
Today
338.50
Down
5.10

16. Home Furnishings

EXPERIENCED -painMAPLE table & chairs
t e rs to start imi51, leaf included, exme dial ely
cellent condition. $300.
753.0244.
Call 492-8566 after 5p m.
ERNMENT jobs
WHIRLPOOL heavy
Silt 040- 559,230 'yr. .."'• duty dryer
with 3 temp
Nov, hiring Call S05-687selections, only 54.00
60010 Ext R-5155 for
per week. Rudolph
current federal list
Goodyear, 753 0595.
HOME ASSEMBLY
INCOME
Assemble
17. Vacuum Cleaners
products at home PartK 1 Ft B Y vacuum
time Details Call 513cleaners. new & used.
:t27-0596.Ext 155
Jerry Adams, Mayfield.
NEED a job*" 4 openings
Days 247-4704, nights
now. You may qualify
247-6663.
it i 1 iyou do not have
GED or your high
19. Farm Equipment
school diploma. 121 you
43 H.1' Case diesel
have been out of school
tractor, wagon, blade.
9 months or more. 131
Call.after 5p.m.
you are between ages 16
935-9265.
& 21. call ..1 ;T:PA Out
-AFL -kinds-gran- seelr
ot School 753-9375 beClover, Kobe. Fescue
tween 5:30-12 00 5 days
etc. Also, other farm
a week.
supplies. AG Broker.
ART-time position for
Industrial Rd. 753-4533.
mature individual for.
busy dot-tors office.
FERGUSON tractor 20.
Experienced in clerical
excellent condition,
& clinical duties. Send
plow and 5 ft. bushhog.
resume to P.() Box
Call 436-2289 after 6p.m.
1040.1'. Murray. Ky.
20. Sports equipment
SALES ladies- temporary
Part time. ExNINJA & karate suits.
perience preferred $200
Marshall Arts supplies.
week potential. MidwJerry's Sporting Goods.
est Promotions. suite
6th & Walnut. :Mayfield.
10. Southside Shopping
247-4704.
Center. Call 753-5353 for
appointment.
24. Miscellaneous
1 4
TEN overweight people
40 ACRES, 13 in virgin
wanted to earn between
timber. For further
$550 - 52000 per month.
details phone 753-6115. 2 Call 762-4003
1 /2 miles from town.
V. ENI )1 'S has opening
FIRE sale. Wallin
in • this area for exHardware, Paris:Tn.
perienced restaurant
PARDWOOD frames.
managers and assistant
perfectfor sheds bolted
manager Salary based
together, steel braces at
upon experience Send
corners. very sturdy. 4
resume to Andrew Jor1 2'x7 1. 2'x7 1.2'. $20
dan. 303 Sheila Dr..
delivered while they
Hopkinsville. Ky 42240
last. 759-9661.
9 Situation Wanted
LARGE frost free upright deep freeze. $200.
I \WI lit like
stay
Phone 437-4719.
with elderly day or
NEW shipment of
night ttr live-in Also. sit
Wheel Horse lawn
in hospital day or night.
mowers 5 H.F'. rear
I:ottd references Call
engine-elders to 17 H P 753-459d.
twin cly. We have them
\I4)\1 yards. painting
all. Best service in
Reasonable rates. Detown! Stokes Tractor.
pendable. Call 759-1575
Industrial Road. 75%SIR ENIPLOYER:• I am
1319.
a male seeking em•
OAK & hickory $27.50
pir ivni.'tit I hase weldfull rick delivered. Call
ing experience.Afactory
436-2776.
and some maintenance.
OFFICE,,,E1 RN In. RE•
Also. I ant willing to
N E W. ship..ni ent of
learn . I ant
for
shelving- 1 load computhe Emergency
ter desks, storage
ven•rans .lob Training
cabinets, desks. chairs,
-Sit
51l2435-4454. RI
files. etc 442-4302. Cryts
IS ix ISO. Mayfield. Ky
Used Office F'urniture.
42066
1016 Jefferson St .
IA ANT to do lawn clean
Paducah, Ky.
up & yard most ing
For
ROTO-Hoe Rear Tine
rt lorma 1 ion ca
753tillers. 5 H.P. to 14 H P.•
7:12
Best service in town.
. V.11.1.- break' - it disc
Stokes Tractor, Industrden.
, I 'lit(ne 753-5463
rial Road. 753-1319.
or 753.0141
RUBBER *bed mats for
55 11.1. do house cleanpickup trucks! Most all
ing. experiem erl Re•
sizes in stock! Cheap.
terent es available upon
Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
request..Call 753-7161.
SEARS .5.000 BTT`
window air conditioner.
010. Business Opportunity
excellent condition, .
111 III l.E miniature golf
cabinet model sewing
tor lease- No
machine with atRisk
only pay on
tachments. Call
irLim mu.' V you 10
t ve
753-4326.
So So. tremendous
SLABS. $4 per bundle.
ina ncial opportunit y
Limited supply.
tor existing business In
Carrolls Saw Mill.
I ne month alone this
Henry. Tenn 901-243same course brought in
7230
over 53.4.554 iii Slurray;
TILLMAN tiller, 5 H.P
I will consider
Ky
Storm door, 36'
.•
Can be set up in
Come to Apt. 1702 W.
1:1,,ri .1 week- Call
Main to see above
11.,
,tt 753-9756 or
items.
753-ttc.2:.
WE have garden supplies, fertilizer seed etc
13 For Sale or Trade
Also. organic fertilizer.
H.P. riding mower,
At Brokers, Industrial
tiller. checkv,riter. orRd 753-4533.
gan, hedge trimmers.
WE have good clean 55
pickup campers, 100-gal
gal. drums. $6 each. AG
aux fuel tank. dual-fuel
Brokers. Industrial Rd.
propane system. camp753.4333.
ing equip & trailer,
WHIRLPOOL
pickup cap. Call 436microwave oven with
2579
700 watts cooking
power. only $4 50 week
1.4
Want to Buy
Rudoph Goodyear, 753RESPONSIBLE party
0595.
would like to buy a three
to four bedrvin home
25, Business Services
v.ith owner flApring in
JOYCE Noel- reor near Murray. Write
gistered investment
Box 751. Murray. Ky.
representative with
42071.
INvoiney Securities Inc.
WANT to buy exercise
of Benton, Ky. Call for
bicyclii- in good shape
free consultation...
Call after 6p .m.
IRA's. Keoghs, Mutual
753-6104.
Funds. Member:
NASD. SIPC. 489-2440.
15 Articles for Sale

Silver
Closed
Yesterday
5.55
Opened
Today
5.35
Down
20

Compliment. of
VERNON S WESTERN WEAR & SHOE REPAIR
713 S. 12th Murray Ky 42071
151 7 1 1 1
We• buy Gold Solver & Oicomunels
lint"
10 6 Doily Closa.r1 Stmeloy

onumproserlier.

MIKE HODGE'S
TAX SERVICE
Enrolled to practice
Before the IRS-Bachelor
Degree in Accounting Murray State. Nine years of experience preparing individual, business. partnership, and corporate
returns. Low rates and
hundreds of satisfied
clients. Now preparing
returns. Day Of night call
an
759-1425
for
appointment

25. Business

Services

JOYCE Noel Tax Service. Individual, farm,
small businesses Re•
asonable rates Call
4 8 9•2 4 40 for

appointment.

Richard Jones
Tax SOrVICO
Confidential professional service. RS In sc.
counting with 15 years
experience in preparing
personal. business end
farm returns.
94 West end Oaks Rd.
Cell 7534215 for appointment day or night.

27 Mobile Homes lor Sale
12x60. TWO bedroom.
$4500 with 1 acre land.
Call after 5:30 pm 4374272 or 753-4355.
12x65 HOLIDAY, 2 BR,
2 bath, large kit, and
living room. central
A C, unfurnished.
Clean. Well constructed. Many other
extras. Must be moved.
Reduced to $4,000. 4365546.
1973. 12 x 65, 2 bedroom.
Needs work. $2000 or best
offer. Call 936-2507.
1962 14)00. 3 BR. 2 bath,
central air. gas. Excel.
lent condition Call 4365541 Or 46-5898
1953 RUCAN'EER 14x70.
Call 474-2375.
1954 14670. FLRNISHED, 2 BR. 2 bath
mobile home. See at
Mobile Home Village
B-6. 753-7624 after 5p.m.
FLEETWOOD mobile
home. 12x60, central heat
and air, storm windows,
washer dryer complete.
dish washer, newly decorated, new carpet. Mint
condition. Located
Southern kamfort Ky
Lake
Phone. 1-502-2475097. Must sell due to
FOR rent or sale 2 BR.
-----reasonable,
private. 3
mi
south of Murray.
Call 753-5536 after 6p m
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
2 OR 3 BR. furnished.
A(' natural gas-. Shady
Oaks 753-5209.
NICE. big, unfurnished
mobile home for rent
Central heat & air. T.V._
tower Couples only No
pet's. 492-143414
PRIVACY- 2 BR, 1 2
mi south (44, Stella on
Butterworth
appliances furnished, only
$165 Also, 2 BR, furnished in Murray. $225,
private - Fol. Coleman
RE 753-9695,.

30

Business Rentals

Mt'ST lease soon: up to
4.000 sq. ft of office
space in.. Olympic Plaza.
N 12th St.. Murray Will
alter to suit. Has industrial carpel. good
lighting, convenient to
Bank and Post Office.
between Medical Claim
Service and MTG
Realty & Ins. Contact
Toni Karvounis
753.9409.
SHOP for rent, 608
Coldwater Rd., 55x40
Call anytime 759-9905

CREEK VIEW
SELF
STORAGE
Hwy. 641 N.
24 Hr. private entrance
753-6734
32. Apts tor

Rent

1 BEDROOM duplex. 1
block from MSU. partly
furnished. clean. $160
mo. -t deposit. 492-8206
3-5 .m.
APT. for rent. 1804
Coldwater. Rd. Call
759.4126
DUPLEX. 2 BR, quiet
residential neighbor
hood. S250 per month.
753 8096 after 5p.m.
NICE 2 BR home,
garden spot. Call 437
4386
NOW renting 2 BR apt.
Embassy Apts. & Col
lege Farm Rd_ apts.
Call 753 3530.
1 or 2 bedroom Apartment near downtown
Murray. Call 753 4109 or
762 6650.
SMALL 2 bedroom apt.
near downtown, partly
furnished, clean, $160 mo.
- deposit_ 492 8206
3 5p.m.
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Aptt., Hardin, Ky.
Equal Housing
Opportunity

All Around Coverage
All Around Murray
and
Calloway County
All Lines of Insurance

Ky. Farm
Bureau Insurance
753-4703
Ray T. Broach
Bob Cornelison

CLASSIFIEDS
34 Houses for Rent
2 BA- frame, 10 ml west
on Hwy_ 94 (Graves
Countyf. Also, would
lease with option. Also.
2 BR town house, city.
appliances furnished.
Coleman RE 753-9898
3 BR house on
Sycamore. Lease or
lease with option to buy.
Call 753-4109 or 762-6650
or 436-2844.
1WITST see to appreciated! This charming
brick ranch with living
room, warm spacious
family and dining room.
Country eat-in kitchen, 3
large bedrooms2 baths.
Attached garage on
private lot. Just painted.
new carpet. --Exeellen4-condition. Priced to sell.
Call 759-1165.

46
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Homes for

Sale
4 7 . Motorcycles
51
Campers
53. Services Offerer,
53 Services Offered
53 Services Offered
3 BR, new vinyl siding, :85 HONDA 250 SX
910 N. 18th St. Call 3-wheeler shift drive. 1976 SELLS travel
WANTING concrete
trailer, ,t6', sleeps 6. HAULING. mowing
753-6842 or 753-0884.
work or roofing by the
reverse & electric start.
,
excellen
t condition. Call trees, bushes pruned or
?a) or hour 20 years
4 MILES southeast of Call 435-4472 after 6p.m
Roofing and
753-4479, 605 N. 18th St.
removed, brush piles.
experience l'hone 436Murray. 2 bedroom 1984
HONDA Shadow 1978 MINI Midas motor deadfall
5566. 753-2887 A E.
& hedge rows
approx. 1.200 sq. ft. 500.
Home
Repai
shaft drive, wind- home, 24', 11.xxx miles, cleaned
r
II:dentine
out, etc. Some
Includes stove. re• shiel
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
d, 2 Fulmer generator, double air. plantings,
All type roofs. No
flower beds.
frigerator, washer/ - helmets
. Extra sharp. sleeps-6. 1 owner, like etc. Good
e. CUSTOM WOODWORKING
55 Feed and Seed
dryer. dishwasher. 3.000
references.
miles. $1500. Call new. $16,500. 753-3942.
job too small.
OVER
reasonable prices. Will
Fireplace. Gas heat. 753-7312
Ql. ALIT"; Lespedeza
.
1979 JAYCO mini motor also consider any tools.
20 YEARS
Energy etficient.
Free
50
cents,
Fescue
estima
tes.
40
1984
YAMAH
A
RZ-350. home. 23 ft., all the
machinery, etc in trade
Cypress siding. House is
EXPERIENCE
entz. Timothy 60
After 6 p.m. Call
approx. 6 years old and yellow, 1200 miles, like extras, 1 owner. 19.xxx for labor- working or
enls
Call
Mike
Bur.
new,
$1450
. Call miles. $15,000. 753-5447 not. Jerry at 759-9661
is pullt on a one acre
hett 489-2770 at nights
Jess
Young
MOVED:
after 5p.m.
Evelwee end calls
woolIaaci lot,. Quiet 436-5610.
•
1985
700 VIRAGO
welcome.
409 SUNBURY CIRCLE
753-0804 or
72 22' SELF contained
neighborhood. Peace56. Free Column
ful. Complete with lots Yamaha. like new, less -camper with awnings, INSULATION blown in
•
Bob
FREE garden I fur
BEHIND BUNNY BREAD
Perrin
•
of singing birds and than 1,000 mi. Call fully equipped. sleeps 6. by Sears. TVA apnished
tools
IAant
•
759-4712
after 6p.m
Phone 436-2664_
playful squirrels. $34.
proved. Save on those
MURR
AY, KY.
753-3
509.
-,omeo
ne
ex
with
7535940 •
000. Please call 753-0153 1985 YAMAHA 225,
high heating and cool.
-•
perience For further
• • • • 0000 0000 oo • • •
during the day or 3as-heeler, shaft drive,
in_g
4'144441+A
-phone
7534tts
electric start & reverse, 5-2. Boats-Motors
753-3535 at night.
753-2310 for free
estimate. •
TlY onwer, beautiful good condition. Call
1979
HARRIS
floteboa
t. II,. McKnigh
brick home in 492-8953 after 5p.m.
t & Sons
28'
inboard
outboa
rd
37. Livestock-Supplies
Lynnwood Estates. 3 GENE Caldwell
powered witb 120 OMC Sawmill on Poor Farm
Yamaha
lowest
prices
BR.
Rd.
1
1/2
bath,
Buyer
of
large
standing
T'ALAMINO, 9 months.
anywhere. engine. Full seating with timber. Call 753.7528
$250. has 4 in 1 shots and family room, large rec YTM22
covers. 104 hours. Lots of
51)XN $1579,
room
or
office,
utility
wormed. Cali 436-2918.
extras. All mint condi- JOINER'S complete
room, large kitchen & YTM200ERN $1564.
/
tion. Phone 1-502-247-5097. tree service. 32 yrs.
YEARLING Angus
dining room, fenced in YTM 200EL $1479. Must
experience. Also.
sell due to illness.
Steers and Heifers need yard,
deck. T.V.A. in- VT1112001.1' $1215.
stumps
mechanically
1983 CREST III 24'
good home. Weight sulatio
A
n, wood stove. YTM 175K $1039.
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
approx. 450 to 600 lbs. centra
pontoon boat. full de- removed 10" below
l air & heat. Y8'M225S $2049. 430
surface.
Call
753-0366.
:.
luxe
.60 cents per pound. Call Priced under
furnitur
e, 50 h.p
appraised West Main. Waverly,
And Save For A Handy Refer
••
Evinrude motor with LEE'S CARPET
489-2284.
ence)
SO
value $43,900. ('all 753. TN. 37185, 296-4262.
CLEAN
ING
For
ai;
hydraul
ic
lift. Depth
Young BEEFMASTER 9786 or 753-6098.
Police
your
carpet
isitSr
upholst
911
tinder,
48.
Auto
campin
Services
BULLS: Regist. & 111( owner.
g en3 bedroom. I
911
,
closure. Call 436-2289 ery cleaning. For a fn.
Commercial. Arterburn bath, full
_
basement. Is
estimate call 753-5827
after
6p.m.
Farms- Wickliffe-- 876- • ft swimmi
IMPORT AUTO SALVAGE
ng pool with
20' IWRA-Craft pontoon Satisfied references
7248.
Two Week Special! New
large deck, wood stove,
boat. very good condilarge
lot.
Parts In Stock At Cost.
North 4th St.
38. Pets-Supplies
205 North 4th St.-753-4110
tion. $1750. Call 436-5610.
$36,000. 753-9553 after
Two or Three Day on
'77 MARK Twain- -16
1 REGISTERED Blue 6:00.
John
Deere
-Snapper-Roper-Echo-Stihl
Unstocked Part Service.
1.'2 ft. tri-hull. 140 h.p.
Tick coon hound, male. CANTERBURY. 3 BR.
We Service What We Sell
Used Parts in Stock
I.B.-0.B. open bow, new
age 12 mos. 1 registered 2 bath, brick home,
Let us bring
474-2325
seats & interior, full
Red Bone male, age 2 living room, large den
the sunshine &
instrumentation. Call
yrs. Call 436-5463 before with fireplace, custom
753-5641 after 4:30p.m.
9a.m. & after 6p.m.
fresh smell into
Used Cars
kitchen, fenced in 49
Hwy. 94 East 1 mi. from city limits
CANOE for sale.
Videotaping & 35mm filming. Will film on
DOG training for ob- backyard, central air.
your home.
1949 PONTIAC Trans Aluminum
17 -foot
edience, personal gas heat & much more.
Open for classes Tues. & Thurs.
desired location for all occasions
Am. p.s., p.b.. power Oauchita. Float
492-8879
protection- guard & dog Phone 753-4679 after
seats St
12-10 p.m.
. is
Weddings, Birthdays, Anniversaries,
windows, power door paddles include
showing. Boarding. 5:30p.m.
d Call
locks, auto.. excellent 759-1663 after
Graduations, Reunions, Showers
753-0079
2p.m.
AKC German CENTRAL gas heat, 2
cps"
condition. Call 753-9334
or Insurance Claims...
Shepherds & AKC- fireplaces, carpor
QUACHITA canoe. motor
t. after 5:30p.m.
759-1737
and trailer. $425. Call 753Australian Cattle dogs. large corner lot. 2 BR's
1968 CHRYSLER New 7271.
502-436-2858.
upstairs., 2 BR's down- 'Port, one
owner, gdod
WANT to take a trip? stairs, large living
SHAKESPEARE
condition Call 759-1603.
Then why not leaVie room, dining room.
Sigma trollingmotor. 25
Aluminum and Vinyl Siding,
your dogs and cats zit kitchen, 1 bath, base. 1970 442 OLDSMOBILr lb. thrust, $125. Call MOBILE HOME specia
list __Repai
fsev-ent Hidden Valley Rerinelsa--m ent: $35:0f)07.--5,76th convertible, - low- mile- 753 4788
Custom Trim Work-. References.
--15- years experience
age, extra aleata
nye maintenance Roofs,
502-09-2377
St. 489-2613 or 489-2462.
Residential & Commercial
753-8984.
floors,
plumbin
Call
g.
Will
Ed
wiring.
Bailey, 753-0689
'OR sale by owner- 192
1970 CAMARO. blue.
43. Real Estate
(502) 489-2580 (502) 345-2602
hurricane straps
acres- 70 acres tillable.
427 4-speed. Hurst shift, 53. Services Offered
759-4550.
KOPPF:RUD Realty 16 yr old brick home, 2,
RAND
THOR
Y
NTON
HEAT
ING
spoilers, stereo system.
MOODY'S Mowe!
Brenda's Beauty Salon
offers a complete range BR. basement. 5 miles
2 MEN want to do yard
Lots of extras Super
8. AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
"Supor Cuts Guys a Gals"
of Real Estate serVices from Paris. $110.01111 By
work. Tree trimming, Service- pickup a nd
sharp. Call 492-8466.
Traria and Carrlar di.alar
with a wide selection of appointment only 901removal of unwanted delivery. Call 753-5(6,
Open Tues. & Wed. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
for
1973
solos
TOYOT
and
wirvIce
A
Murray
In
Celica.
INANE
quality home in the city 642-6979.
trees & shrubbery, mow NtEt. Quiks Delftvty
Thurs. & Fri 7 m.-6 p.m
lots of new arts Call yards.
and Calloway County.
& in the coanty. All
light hauling & Service- fix up your
Sot. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
174-2325.
Reprice ranges Phone .
wood for sale. Free' road or drive
EvanIngs by sap,.
802 Chastnut.
I975 MERC1 RN Bobcat. estimates. 753-0650
753-1222 for courteous.
Undo A.% Shopping Center
or asonable rates Red
753-8
181
753-4582
Automatic V-6. 50.000 759-1683.
gravel 16 ton $5s
competent Real Estate
A nice affordable
miles. Transmission ALL type
livered Sand.-rca
service. We make buymason
ry
2 BR home in
needs work. $250. Call work, block,
ing ,& selling Real
brick. gravel. Call 753-5353.
753-0809 after 4 pm'.
Estate easy for you
Hazel.
concrete. driveways, NEED your piano
1976 CUTLASS sidewalks, patios. house tuned? Call Shane 753753-9841
Center Dr off 641 N
44 Lots. for Sale
Supreme. 4dr. PB. I'S. 5 foundations. new 7683.
(Behind old Boston Tea Party
very good tires. Call chimneys or chimne
M F 85
5 WOODED acres near
y ODD job specialist.
753-1659 after 6 P.M.
Sell auto luggage racks
repair. 25 years. ex- ceiling fans. electrical,
lake, close to Pine Bluff. FOR sale by owner
3 1976 01.1>S, Cuitlasa,._go
od perience. Free es- plumbing, fencing You
Black. top road. Small 13-R, 2 bath home in
mechanical condition timates, Call Charles name it. I do it You
PH 502 759 4034 DAYS 502-753
down payment. Owner Canterbury
Large also 1973 Vega. Call
1458 NIGHTS
buy, I Anil! You
753- Barnett 753-5476.
financing at s';. Call formal dining
24 HOUR SERVICE
room; 9413 after 5 pm.
break. I fix Call -436•
APPLI
753-7531.
ANCE
great room with
DUNCAN'S TRUCK SERVICE Prompt 8. Professional-Residential 8 Commercial
IS a home in your fireplace: large, tree 1 9 7 7 MERCURY SERVICE. Kenmore. 2868
Free Estimates
future? Buy this 2.5 shaded redwood deck. Marquis station wagon. Westinghouse, PAINTING -. Paper
HOWARD DUNCAN, OWNER
Licensed, insured a. bonded
acre lot now and be fenced yard, central excelli;nt condition. Call Whirlpool. 23 years hanging. commerical. or
experience. Parts and residential. Free es•
Truck Wash
ready. Less than 3 miles air, gas heat. TVA after 6p.m. 753-3293
492-8254
from Murray for $750ta insulated. 2 car- garage. 1977 OLDS 98 Regency. service. Bobby Hopper. timates, References, :27,
RT 2 BOX 45A
MURRAY KY 42071
yeats
good
eXperi
Bob's
conditi
Applian
eni
on, fully
ce SerOwner will finance for $72000 Phone 753
9520 automat
ic. AM -FM cas- vice. 202 S. 5th St. Tremon Farris 7599-I9s7
$5 0 0 down adn after 5p m
Busines
ette
Sheila Pritchett
stereo
s
753.4872
Excellent
$75: month at 10.5',
. 436- PUNTING - Exterior
FOR sale by builder 4 body
STEELE & ALLBRITTEN
and interior 762- 5845 home,.
and interior Oyer 211
City water, near East new
Your
Tupperware Dealer
homes starting in 36446
753-5341
309 S. 3rd
School 753-8S4s for
APPLIANCE REPAIR: yrs. experience. Fr."
the 40's and up. Would
PLUMBI
NG
&
ELECTRI
CAL-SAL
ES
estimat
&
SERVICE
es. Phone 1::7
197' F AIRMONT, excel- Factory authorized for
details.
consider trade. Call
Tappan & Kelvinator Appliances
lent condition. $15400 or Tappan. Kelvinator and 4221 or 437-4534.
UNIMPROVED lot for 753 3672.
733-8766
Brown.
best
NIGHT PHONE
otter. 753-6054 after 2
Service on gas PAINTING. Whatever
sale. fieniana Shores
75340112
"Have .4 Party & Receive .4 Nice Gift"
and electric ranges
your needs- Int & Ext
$1400 Firm Call 753- GOOD financing pm'
availabl
e
on
3
BR
brick,
micro
waves, dis- painting. staininl.
1978 PINTO 2-door
8257.
city, 9 1 20o interest. 25 Hatchb
ack with low hwashers. re• caulking. washing
5,
yrs fixed rate. ro down mileage,
45 Farms for Sale
extra clean. frigerators, etc Earl mildew problems. sand
RENTAL SALES
or less. Payment less 1976 Buick
Lovett,
354.6956 or 753- blasting. spraying. Ni,
station wa•
LESS than $350 per than rent. Don't
Individualized logos &
CENTER
wait
Job to large or small
gum. extra clean. low 5341
acre. These 225 acres of Coleman
drawin
gs done for VERY
RE 753 9898
liver 18 years exmileage. new tires Call CARPENTER- 28 yrs
crop land & marketable
READ this
Reasonable Rates!
If you 436-2427.
experience. Pole barns. perience Call Ralph
timber can be yours
Buy Carolina Stoves For Quality Heating.
Black top road. 2 don't you'll miss a g000 1979 FORD T-bird, p.s.. tobacco barns, ad- Worley & Sons 759.1050.
Call 759-9567 atter 4 p.m.
753-8201
211 Main
creeks, fencing & be- buy 3 BR home with p.b.. cruise, air. AM - ditions. remodeling POR+ABLE welding.
living room, dining FM stereo, extra clean, houses. Farmington. Will do small welding
autif01 building sites
Southeast of New Con-, room, kitchen, 65,000 miles. $2750. Call Ky. 345-2024 call for jobs. Call 753.7161 after
,/-'•$•/basement/ garage, gas 435-4317.
RICKMAN
5%.A Donegan
6p.n1
cord. Call 753-7531.
*Carpets •Upholstery
heat,' new carpeting, 1980 280I.X.
NORSWORTHY ....
white with DAVE'S Window ROOFING. Plumbing
appliances included. on burgundy interior
LUMBER COMPANY, INC
eFree Estimates
46 Homes for Sale
, ex- Cleaning Residential. Conerete work. Ail
3 lots, lakeview at cellent condition. 1967 commercial. one & two ditions. Painting.
Satisf
action
1 BR. can be 2 BR. 2 car Guara
nteed
Lakeway Shores. Re
GTO. blue with black story References. 10', General Carpentry
500 South 4th Street
g arage. paved
Phone:
duced to $32,900. Phone interior, new 400 motor
Senior Citizen discount
Call 753-5827
P . A
Molony ('
driveway, stove, reMurray, Ky. 42071
Business 753-64341
Kopperud Realty 753
436-2845
7
753-9873.
or
5
5
3
•
6
2
s
901-642-2
r
458.
frigerator & air con1222.
1980 MAZDA GLC Hat- FENCE sales at Sears Estimates
ditioning. Call 753-9302
TWO story, two bedroom. chback. One owner car. now. Call Sears 753-2310 ROOFING- new ssork
after 4p.m.
two bath. Lakeview 55.000 miles. Excellent for free estima6; for reroofing. insuran
20 ACRES with beautiwork
Refereri ful building site, house brick. Recreation room, condition. $2500. Call your needs.
FOR track -back hoe Denny Tyra 354
with 3 BR. 1 bath, living central heat and air, 759-1049.
1980 OLDS Cutlass work, dozer work, dit• Ease Estimates.
room, kitchen with din- garage. S59,500. Call 436
Supreme. burgundy. ching, dredging or SATELLITE Repa
ing area, utility room. 2511.
p.s.. pb., cruise. ponds. Call 24 hr a day service- receIVC
1/4 mile south I.ynn 47
Motorcycles
LNA's.
nc.invertia
AM FM stereo, good 435-4367 or 759-9814.
Grove. Call 753.5945
r Evans 474-274,
GARDENS roto tilled.
after 5p.m.
1983-TT:ACK Harley condition. Call 436.5462
Satellite Systems at
SEWINO Machine El.
3 BEDROOM, 2 bath Davison XLX Sportster. 1981 GRAND Prix Pon- Also, flower beds etc
Unbelievably Low Prices! ,\-brick, large family 10.000 actual nu . extra tiac. red, 47.xxx miles. Call 759-9661 Eve - pair 'All makes and
models Home & Inroom with fireplace. chrome Sr gold. excel- ph. ps. ac Call 753-5447 weekend calls welcome
Systems
A ,.. r.#,.
dustrial Bag i losing
n'_NERAL HOM
fenced in yard. North lent condition, $3.000 after 5p.m.
Starting At
001) Carry Out
firm. 759-1512
11082 ('HEVY Cavalier REPAIR 15 years ex- machines. Also se ISSO l•
20th. Phone 753-7687
437-4826
We Install
hatchback, excellent perience Carpentry. sharpening 410 yrs
Large selection colors & options.
concrete. plumbing. experience
All V4 oil.
condition. toy, priced
roofing, siding NO JOB guaranteed
Kenneth
Call 759-4522
Low mileage-Save $3,000-$6,500
1982 PLYMOUTH Re- TO SMALL!' Free es- Barnhill_ 753-2671
641 North
Stella. Ky
timates. Days 753.6973
liant. 2 door. 4 cyl
Anything That Needs Storing
ST M P
EMOV
auto . ps. pb, air cruise. nights 474.2276.
753-1492
excellent condition, Call GrrTERING by Sears. sERVI
800 Chestnut Murray
Sears continuous gut• Mechanically removi,1
Morselled By Cesetwry 21
753-9181 or 753-8124
10
inches
installed
thu.
ters
for
your
753-8850
1984 FORD Tempo GI..
Ltar•tta Jobs Rata/tors
specifications Call surface, no damage to
Cig;)
CD
• ps. pb. ay. AM FM
surrou
ndingS
Sears
I
a
*
753•231t)
n
for
tree
stereo. good condition
Larry
Wood
753-0211
estimate
or
.
Call 753-8056.
1-443-8682.
DATST N car, 1200 HAMILTON Cultured
If the answer is Yes, You Will Receive
IV
:4.rics. good work car. Marble. tops- sinks. TRASH pickup county
0 Flowers Make
wide.
$7
per
panels,
month
custom
made
174-2375
FREE VIDEO CLUB MEMBERSHIP
Valentine s Da v Special
vanities Free Est 753. Prompt weekly service.
\OS, a. 6 cr1 , air
.loe Pat Phillips
9400
p s . 4 dr Will trade for
459 2477
Bel Air Nliiiiiii, i
W or Baja Bug Call
Murray 81 4. '
TREES trimmed or
733-8084
.5112 759-1100 or 502.753removed
Also. yard
5229 ask for John
work
Experienced
VOR sale- 1952 Old
Free estimates Call
smobile Delta Ss Roy26ao
ale. 4 door, power. air.
BECAUSE SO MUDI IS RINK
,,-„,,
4
AM-FM with tape. gray
ON YOUR 1NILS
with vinyl top. Very
ALU
MIN
UM
Let Rex give you a
classy car $5500 Will
SERVICE CO.
price on your sepaccept small station
Aluminum and vinyl
tic tank & backhoe
aagon or hatch back in
siding. Custom trim
trade Phone 618-524
15 Years Experience Estimates Wekomed
work.
work. Illaforoncos.
2533 evenings
...
Call Will Ed Salley
50 Used Trucks
733-0689
'-‘•
Tire S. Wheel Alignment
404 N. 4th Street
1946 DATS1N pickup.
30 yrs. experience
•onr...1.4 vo,....4 A Ilertryl•n I
. ', •-%..;
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
WET
Murray
,
KY
BasEM
42071
ENT
rebuilt engine. 79,000
•c****.owilmid Wheel lIaler.clng
', " ,-- '`-‘..
make
wet
baseme
‘..
nts
nu Call 474-2325
Mummy Ky
1105 Pavia
Bus. 753-8730
LICENSED Elei irk MU dry Work completely
---.
Res. 753-6965
1978 JEEP C.I7. V-8, ps. for reside
ntial and guaranteed ('all or
soft top, excellent con- commer
cial Healing virile Morgan Con
dition Call 759-4476 and air
condition gas struction Co Itt 2. Box
after 5p.m.
installation and repair
409,4. Paducah
1:‘
Coll
1079 CHEVROLET Phone 753-7203
42001 or call 1 442.7026
113 S. 13th
pickup.
sharp.
55.xxx
Dr. Tom Hopkins
UOBILE HOME REP- Ulla. haul white roc
Murray, Ky.
A
miles Call 753-9538
AIR and preventative sandlowie. rip rap san
(502)753 6202
'70
SC4WT
454, very maintenance Roofs. ms
42071
mess
y, sand coa
good condition, $1,750 floors plumbin
dirt„ gravel, fill sand
g airing
Call after 4p m
hurricane straps No job Call Roger Hudson.
753.2708
too small 759-050
753.4545 or 753-6763

,
r.„...._____,...
Di
al
-A
-Service•t
•
IP

SPRING
CLEANING

Sunshine
Maid
Service

All Season's Lawn & Leisure Center

Cindi Lin Ceramic Studio

GOLDEN MEMORIES

Aluminum Service Co.

DON WILKERSON
ROOFING

Poison Control
753-7588

Greg's Vinyl Tops

FOR SALE

Call 498-8718

T&

to Cleaning

Call 753-9819

Starting A New Business?

Lee's Carpet

.

Cleaning

Your Ad Could Your Ad Could
Appear Here Appear Here
c;)
c:::)
AUDI EXEC CARS

1985 Factory Exec Audi 5000-

Murray Store & Lock

Ray Elkins Carpet Laying

Caroll VW-Audi-Mazda

20 Years Experience
Highest Quality Workmanship

753-9559

NEW VCR??

JONES
FRUIT STAND

'Pi

"feirini-WV,

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

OPEN
Monday March 31
305 So. 12th
9 a.m.-6 p.m.

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

MICHELIN

.
,

753-5131 753-6952

753-1489

753-9224

Hopkins Insurance Agency

Check Our
Auto Rates

Dunnaway's Body Shop

CARROLL

To place your ad in the Dial-A-Service
call: 7534916

Monday 'Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

•
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Prevent osteoporosis
...begin with your diet
Osteoporosis is the "brittle bone
disease" that one out of four
American women has or will have,
according to Lori Crouch;registered
dietitian at Murray -Calloway County
Hospital. "While its symptoms may
not appear until much later, the condition may begin early in life," according to Mrs. Crouch. "It's caused
primarily by the body stealing
calcium from the bones because
enough calcium isn't available from
the diet."
Getting adequate calcium — every
day
is essential to fight
osteoporosis, she added. It's also important to get enough weight
bearing exercise (walking, aerobics,
bike-riding) and to eliminate or
reduce your use of cigarettes,
alcohol, arid caffeine, she went on.
How much calcium is enough?
Experts recommend a daily
calcium intake of 800 milligrams per
day Generally, women over 40
Years old should increase their
calcivm per day to 1,000 to 1,500
milligrams per day
-Since the typical American diet
does not contain the recommended
amount of calcium, you may need a
calcium supplement; however, you
should ask your doctor for your

specific calcium requirement," says
Mrs. Crouch. -If you are not able to
get the required calcium from your
diet, your doctor may recomrhend a
calcium supplement that will meet
your specific needs."
Our richest dietary sources of
calcium are dairy products, according to Mrs. Croucti, "For most of
us, the most obvious way to meet
calcium needs is to include these
foods in the diet daily." she went on.
"Trying to meet calcium needs for
the day in any other way can be
discouraging."
"You would have,to eat six head
of lettuce, 10 cups of cooked green
beans, 12 oranges or eggs, or 20
cups of strawberries!" she described. "However, we can get enough
calcium for the day by drinking only
two cups of milk."
People who do not like milk may
find it helpful to add powdered skim
milk to their food during preparation, such as cookies or meatloaf.
Cheese or fermented dairy products
are also excellent sources of
calcium, Mrs. Crouch suggested.
YotY can read labels to see how
much calcium a specific product
contains.
"Remember, it's never too early
or too late to start!"

April
Health Calendar
Health Express
The ft,1,rray
,
Calloway County
Hospital's mobile unit, the
Health Express, will be offer
ing free blood pressure checks,
diabetes and anemia screen•
'nos at all of its stops in April
it is important to fast for two
hours before having screened
for diabetes to achieve ac
curate results
Colo rectal cancer screening
hits area available on the
Health Express at all stops for
a $s charge The test is to be
completed at home and mailed
o the Murray Calloway County
clinical laboratory for examination The charge covers
the teSt kit and the laboratory
analysis.

April 1, Tuesday
•Dresden
Court Square
9 11 a.m.
•Palmersville
Branch of VVeakley Co Bank
12 30 2 30 p m

April 3, Thursday
•Murray.
Central Shopping Center
o ii 30 a m and 1 3 p.m

April 8, Tuesday
•Murray
Ellis Center
9 30 11.30 a.m
•K irksey
The Old School Yara
m
1 3

April 10, Thursday
.Como
Super Saver
9-11 a.m.
*Cottage Grove
Security sank
12:30 2 - 30 p.m

April 15, Tuesday
•Murray
Douglas Center
• 10 12 a.m.
•Stella
Willoughby's Grocery
1 - 30 3.30 p.m.

April 17, Thursday
•Benton
Lakeland Wesley Village
9-11 a.m.
•Moors
Cedar Hill Grocery
1230-2:30 p.m.

April 22, Tuesday'.
•Dexter
Senior Citizen Center
9-11 a.m.
•Almo
Old Imes Store
12:30-2:30 p.m.

April 24, Thursday
•Puryear
City Hall
9 11 a.m.
•Buchanan
J&J Market
12:30 2:30 p.m

April 29, Tuesday
•Murray
Court Square
9-11:30 a.m. and 1-3 p.m

Breastfeeding / Early Prenatal
Sibling Classes Classes
These classes are scheduled
upon demand Please call and
request a class date and
information.
These classes are scheduled
when a minimum number call
and express an interest in at•
tending. Please call and request a class date and/or infor
mation by dialing 753 5131, ext.
144.

Refresher Class
A two session brush up for
parents who have attended
childbirth classes previously.
To sign up, call 753-5131 ext.
144.

Alzheimer's
Support Group
David Troxel, information
coordinator of Alzheimer's
Disease, from Sanders Brown
Research Center at the Univer
sity of Kentucky will bethe
guest speaker for this month's
meeting.
Date: Tuesday, April 8
Time: 4:15 p.m.-5:30 p.m.
Place: MCCH Private Dining
Room

Diabetes Meeting
Dr. Richard Blalock will be
providing information about
diabetes and hypertension at
the next diabetic meeting.
Date: Thursday, April 17
Time: 7:00 p.m.
Place: MCCH Third Floor
Classroom

Class is for parents-to-be in the
first trimester of pregnancy.
Topics are nutrition, exercise,
fetal development, danger signs
of pregnancy, and common
discomforts of pregnancy.
To register for the two weekly
classes, call 753 5131, ext. 144 or
753-6821.
Date: Saturday, April 12 & 19
Time: 9 a.m.-11 a.m.
Place: MCCH Third Floor
Classroom

Prepared
Childbirth Class
Class prepares expectant parents
for labor and delivery.
To register for the four weekly
classes call 753 5131, ext. 144 or
753-6821.
Date: April 3, 10, 17, 24
Time: 7 p.m.-9 p.m.
Place: MCCH Third Floor
Classroom

Cesarean
Birth Class
Class prepares parents for
,cesarean birth whether an
ticipated or unexpected.
To register call 753-5131, ext. 144
or 753-6821.
Date. Monday, April 28
Time: 7 p.m.-9 p.m.
Place: MCCH Private Dining
Room

Parenting Class
Class is fbr expectant parents but
primarily for new parents
To register for the three sessions,
call 753-5131, ext. 144 or 753-6821.
Date: Monday, April 7, 14, 21
Time: 7 p.m.-9 p.m.
Place: MCCH Third Floor
Classroom

a

Murray—Calloway County Hospital

it

Especially To Us

Quality medical staff at the heart
of MCCH's superior maternity services
The obstetric and pediatric services provided at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital traditionally have
been and still are among the
strongest and most innovative at the
hospital.
MCCH obstetricians and pediatricians have been leaders in West
Kentucky and West Tennessee in
their fields for many years. Often,
they are among the first to establish
new policies, procedures and pro
grams for even greater family centered obstetric and pediatric
care.
Quite likely, the general public
often is not fully aware of the
superior services available in
maternity and pediatrics care at
MC-CH. Murray and Calloway Countians often choose its services
because of its convenient location,
not actually being aware of the com
prehensive and family centeredprograms the hospital and the medical
staff have to offer.
Four obstetrician -gynecologists
and three pediatricians are on the
medical staff. Fourteen registered
and six licensed practical nurses
make up the "Miracle Moments"
nursing staff along with three
nurses' aides
A prenatal education coordinator
and a clinical specialist in
neonatology and pediatrics provide
prenatal and postpartum guidance
and assistance in complex, stressful
situations.
The "dean" of
hospital's
the
obstetricians and
gynecologists is Dr.
Conrad Jones. A
native of Lynn
Grove where his
father was a physi
Dr. Conrad Jones
clan for many
years, he has been a member of the
medical staff since 1950.
After receiving his pre-medical
training at Murray State University,
Dr. Jones received hit Medical
degree at the University of
Louisville in 1946.
Before entering military service,
he completed his internship and
residency training at Missouri Baptist Hospital in St. Louis. While in
the Army, he was head of the
obstetrics and gynecology departments at military hospitals at El
Paso, Tex., and at the U.S. Military
Academy at West Point.

When he returned to Murray, he
began his practice in partnership
With the late Dr. Coleman McDevitt
with offices in the old Houston
McDevitt Clinic in downtown
Murray.
The other three OB/GYNs on the
MCCH medical staff are Dr.
Thomas Green, Dr. Eugene Cook
and Dr. Lewis (Tripp) Drake III.
Dr. Green is a native of the Symsonia area of Graves County, and is
a summa cum laude graduate of
Murray State.
He received his medical degree in
1974 from Vie University of Kentucky Medical School, and com
pleted his four years of residency at
Louisville General Hospital in 1978,
after which he joined the medical
Vaff at the Murray hospital.
A native of London, Ky., Dr. Cook
joined the medical staff in 1976.
A graduate of Western Kentucky
University in 1968, he received his
medical degree from the University
of Louisville School of Medicine in
1972.
After a year of medical internship
at the University of Louisville, he
completed a three-year residency in
obstetrics and gynecology in June,
1976. He is a junior Fellow of the
American College of Obstetrics and
Gynecology.
Dr. Drake, the newest member of
the group to the medical staff, is a
native Murrayan.
He graduated from Murray High
School and attended Murray State
before earning a degree in chemical
engineering at the University of
Kentucky.
He was with Ashland Oil Company
and Penwalt Chemical Company for
several years before returning to
Murray State to earn a degree in

Dr. Thomas Green

Dr. Eugene Cook

Dr. Clegg Austin

Dr. Joyce Hughes

biology in preparation for a career
in medicine. He received his
medical degree from the University
of Kentucky in 1980.
Before joining the medical staff in
1984, he served his residency at the
Albert B. Chandler Medical Center
in Lexington.
The three medical staff members
spevalizing in pediatrics are Drs.
Cledb Austin, Joyce Hughes and
Marty Scott.
A native of Murray and a member
of the medical staff since 1961,, Dr.
Clegg Austin is a pediatrician. Dr.
Austin is also the 1986 president of
the medical staff. He graduated
from the University of Louisville
School of Medicine in 1957 and cornpleted residencies at Louisville
General Hospital and Louisville
Children's Hospital in 1960.
Dr. Joyce Hughes is a native of
Louisville. She graduated magna
cum laude from the University of
Louisville in chemistry in 1977.
Following her graduation from the
university's School of Medicine in
1981, she served a one-year intern
ship in its department of Pediatrics
and completed a two-year residency
in the same department before joining the medical staff in 1984.
Another Murray pediatrician is
Dr. Marty Scott, a graduate from
the University of Louisville's School
of Medicine, 1982. Dr. Scott corn
pleted his residency at Kosair
Children's Hospital in 1985 after
completing his internship there.
Nancy Orr is the registered nurse
in charge of the perinatal education
coordination, while Carol Perlow is
the registered nurse specializing in
neonatology and pediatrics.

Dr. Lewis Drake

Dr. Marty Scott

Nancy Om R.N.

Carol Perlow, R N

Maternity prepayment plan helps ease
financial worries for parents-to-be

Murray Calloway County
Hospital's new Miracle Moments
prepayment plan is designed to ease
the financial worries for parents to
be. This plan for expectant parents
can 4-ielp make the financial plann
ing for your baby's arrival easier.
To participate in the prepayment
plan, expectant parents agree to pay
an average fee for the stay of a
healthy mother and baby. The pay
ment plan in scheduled so that the
final payment is paid 30 days prior
to the estimated date of delivery.
When you complete the prepay
ment on or before the final payment
date, yOu will be presented a gift
package valued at $200. This special
gi4t package will be yours in addi
tion to the family centered care and
the warm, loving staff to care for
you and your baby.
The fee on wnich the prepayment
plan is based represents the average
cost of the use of the labor and
delivery rooms, the semi private
room accommodation for mother,
and the baby's nursery charge. Also
included are laboratory tests,
medical supplies, pharmacy items,
and fetal and newborn monitoring
for an average hospital stay. Not in
cluded are Pion-hospital charges
such as the physician's fees,
pediatrician, anesthesiologist, etc.*
To sign up for prepayment...
Our Admitting clerk is waiting to ex

plain the plan to you in detail and
help you fill out the preadmission
and prepayment forms. You can
take care of this any time that is

Miracle
convenient for you. Your patient
representative will calculate the
portion of your hospital bill for
which we estimate you will be
responsible based on your insurance
coverage and you can make the
choice whether or not to participate.
When to register for prepayment...
We want you to feel comfortable
with the hospital surroundings dur
ing your stay so we encourage you
to preregister and/our the rnaterni
ty unit and take advantage of the
prenatal education classes offered.
We encourage you to begin your
prepayment soon after you
preregister -- as early as eight
weeks into your pregnancy.
For more information on the
details of the prepayment plan or
any of the perinatal programs of
fered at Murray Calloway County
Hospital, call Nancy Orr, R.N ,

perinatal educatiOn coordinator, at
(502) 753 5131 ext. 144 Monday
through Friday, or 753 6821 on
weekends or evenings.

"; Moments
Miracle Moments Gift
Package...
•A full rebate of fees for all
perinatal education classes.
•A colorful, collapsible umbrtIla
stroller with canopy.
•A "Miracle Moments" diaper bag,
carry-all including an assortment
of baby products and formula.
•A convenient, convertible, safetytested infant carrier.
•A child protection kit to help make
your home safe for your toddler.
•A custoM-printed "Miracle
Moments" pullover bib.
•A sensitive, woH•viriftect book On
chikd deve4OOMent — Your 'NAY

witt 4211•11Proso Sin% to Aso
PlOtow-1,
•A"WM'Altottettts" Iamb
(AM*01111,411).
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99'SALE
SALE 99'
FROZEN FOODS

AUNT JEMIMA WAFFLES OR

,
g GREEN GIANT FROZEN

FRENCH TOAST

100Z. PKG. VV e.'

BANQUET 4 OZ. PKGS.

COOK IN BAG MEATS

2 FOR vu°

OZARK FROZEN

MEAT
PIES
kGENERIC
PEANUT
BUTTER
180Z.
JAR

8 OZ.

4.99c

LEMONADE

40R99'

RAISINS

SPAGHETTI
SAUCE

CHOCOLATE
CHIPS

99c
GENERIC
DILL

QUART
JAR

QUART
JAR

99c

GENERIC

99'

MUFFIN
MIX
11.5 OZ. BOX

120Z.
BAG

99'

GENERIC

BLUEBERRY

PICKLES

99°

PARADE FROZEN 6 OZ. CANS

GENERIC IMITATION

/

2 LB. JAR

FOR

GENERIC

15 OZ. BOX

GRAPE
JELLY

16 OZ. BAG

GENERIC

9c

GENERIC

99'
3 99'

CORN OR PEAS
BURRITOS

EL CHARITO

99'

TEA
BAGS
100 CT.

99'
r—
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99c SALE•99c SALE 99'
DEL MONTE

TICKET 12 OZ.
ASSORTED FLAVORS
& COLA

CATSUP

PARADE
SWEET

CORN

SODA

QUART BOTTLE

4

6
.
9
9
c
99c

Nosz99c

Afet

DO WHEY
JIFFY CORN MUFFIN

MIX

99

PARADE PURE
VEGETABLE
COOKING

8.5 OZ. BOX

FABRIC
$1 99
BIG
SOFTENER 64 OZ. SIZE gig

OIL

9'
9 99C
24 OZ. BOTTLE

PARADE

ASPARAGUS16 OZ. CAN

BIG CONVENIENCE PACK
PAMPERS OR

LUVS

HEIFETZ
GLASS QT. JAR

KRAUT

$799
PARADE

4
QT99'

TOMATO
SAUCE

99

8 OZ.
CANS

SUNUGHT LIQUID

DISH
DETERGENT

99C
plimmeninow

44.4•••••114141141644.1444•1114444444
.
4.
44

OCEAN SPRAY 48 OZ. JAR
CRANBERRY

4.

COCKTAIL

ZEST BATH BAR
(BUY 3 GET 1 FREE)

SOAP

4 $199
PACK

HAWAIIAN RED

PUNCH

99

C

46 OZ. CAN

--

1

•

THE
USDA CHOICE BEEF ROUND

STEAK

. _._ 11114.1

AME

LB.

BONELESS LB. $169

FROZEN SMALL SIZE

SUCED BEEF OR REGULAR

TURKEYS 79c TURKEYS
LB

I

0!
M
IN
C14.6$

EMGE
BOLOGNA
$1 39
LB. ea,

I THE NO. 1 BUTTER BALL

10-14 LB. AVG.

4

.99'

PA K

US CHOICE

$2!
STEAK

GROUND

sic

RD
LB.

-rMi

RUMP
.R.00T

$1!
LI

ROUND

Sit
Ott

n

ESH

DRUMSTICKS

La- I

FRESH

CO

TURKEY WINGS& V‘W

IiHIN SLICED
MEATS

307

69

41.

mormsominfor

Nana.

QUALITY
AT
ORE

-- 1

HOLLY FARMS M
CUT PARTS OF

FRYERS
•

AMERICAS NO. 1
CKRICH
SMOKED OR POLISH

OSCAR
MAYER
WIENERS
CILIOS1 89
PACK

ECKRICH
SAUSAGE
$219
LB.

L

$299

REELFOOT REGULAR OR

SLICED BOLOGNA
ZsilimeKEN
SALAD
TURKEY
HAM
SIZZLEAN

$149

1201.

9°

BACON

$2'9

Swill

MON

CENTER CUT
COUNTRY STYLE
SLAB SLICED

$15
9
1202.

PORK
SAUSAGE

Li.$119
4 WS.OR MORE

•

•

LB.

1"

`•411.. •
10.
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Yr
•

DAIRY
FOOD

99C
SALE
PARADE SLICED AMERICAN

CHEESE
PILLSBURY 4.5 OZ

DEANS

DIP 80Z.

2FOR99°
99° OLEO

BISCUITS5 CANS9
C
9

PRAIRIE FARMS BUTTER

MILK

GENERIC STICKS

3 LB.99°

1/2 GALLON

PRAIRIE FARMS

•

ORANGE
JUICE

•

1/2 GALLON CARTON

99

BIG JOHN NON FOODS 99C SPECIALS
AQUA NET

HAIR
SPRAY

CAPRI
PROTEIN

ICE CUBE

VATTETTE

SHAMPOO

TRAYS

FLEA
COLLAR

2IN A PACKAGE

CAN

C

1110L

c
99 99

EACH

99c
•

*
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WITH ONE FILLEDCHECK OUT BONUS STAMP CERTIFICATE

WITH ONE FILLED CHECK OUT BONUS STAMP CERTIFICATE

WITH ONE FILLED CHECK OUT BONUS STAMP CERTIFICATE

WITH ONE FILLED CHECK OUT BONUS STAMP CERTIFICATE
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FRESH PRODUCE
*THE BEST •FOR LESS

411.

•

SNOW WHITE
CALIFORNIA
LARGE HEADS

CAULIFLOWER

99'
WASHINGTON STATE WINESAP

APPLES
RED OR WHITE SEEDLESS
GRAPES
FRESH CAUFORNIA
CARROTS
NATURES FINEST ALFALFA

. SPROUTS
BIG JOHN COUPON
PURE

SUGAR

5 99'
LB BAG

WITH THIS COUPON NO
UMIT 1 COUPON
ADDITIONAL PURCHASE REQUIRED. PER FAMILY.
INTER EXPIRES 4/111R

THIS AD GOOD MARCH 31 THRU APRIL 6,1906
QUANTITY *MITTS RESERVED
NONE SOLD TO DEALERS

9..,
99'
99°c

LB. BAG

LB.

3 LB.BAG
24OZ.CTN.

REMEMBER TO HAVE YOUR "WHEEL OF FORTUNE"
CARDS PUNCHED.
YOU COULD BE THE NEXT BIG MONEY WINNER
THE BIG MONEY IS NEVER WORTH LESS THAN s500.00 CASH
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